
“Child Development”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Making A Difference In The Lives Of Infants, Children, And Adolescents

Using Research To Understand Children And Adolescents

Biological Beginnings

Topic : Making A Difference In The Lives Of Infants, Children, And Adolescents

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic students will be able to:

 Explain An infant or baby

 Explain Neonates

 Explain Toddlers

 Explain Infant mortality

 Explain Care and feeding

 Explain Attachment

 Explain Attitudes toward children

 Explain Age of responsibility

 Explain Adolescents

Definition/Overview:

An infant or baby: An infant or baby is the term used to refer to the young offspring of

humans. The term "infant" derives from the Latin word infans, meaning "unable to speak."

"Infant" is also a legal term referring to any child under the age of legal adulthood.

Neonates: A human infant less than a month old is a newborn or a neonate. The term

"newborn" includes premature infants, postmature infants and full term newborns.

Toddlers: Upon reaching the age of one or beginning to walk, infants are referred to as

"toddlers" (generally 12-36 months).
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Key Points:

1. Introduction

Newborns have a unique appearance, with tiny features, disproportionately large heads, and a

look of vulnerability. Right after birth they may have puffy features and misshaped heads.

Newborns spend their time in a narrow range of psychological states. They sleep for many

hours. When awake, they cry and eat. Two particularly important states are the alert and

waking periods, during which newborns visually explore the world and the people within it.

Breastfeeding is found to have significant and healthful benefits for both infants and their

mothers. Children who breastfeed have a lower incidence of serious illness, tooth decay, and

childhood obesity. Mothers who breastfeed show a higher quality relationship with their

infants and are less likely to be afflicted with breast cancer.

During waking states, newborns habituateto familiar sights and sounds; that is, once they

come to know something, they grow disinterested in it. The time newborns spend in various

states and how quickly they habituate to new stimuli vary from one ethnic group to another.

This may be partly due to genetics. However, parents of diverse backgrounds respond in

unique ways to newborn states. For example, some parents respond quickly with warmth and

feeding when babies cry; others are slower in responding or use distracting techniques. These

differences in interactions may explain some of the diversity in infant states and behavior.

Some newborns may be at risk of poor development. Low-birth-weight infants can suffer

poor developmental outcomes, particularly if their families are living in poverty. Genetic

disorders and illness may also threaten healthy development in the earliest days of life. Some

problems stem from barriers to health care for families of historically under-represented

groups. The health status of African American and Latino newborns, for example, is poor

compared with that of Euro-American babies.

2. Infant mortality

Infant mortality is the death of an infant in the first year of life. Major causes of infant

mortality include dehydration, infection, congenital malformation and SIDS.
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This epidemiological indicator is recognized as a very important measure of the level of

health care in a country because it is directly linked with the health status of infants, children,

and pregnant women as well as access to medical care, socioeconomic conditions, and public

health practices.

3. Care and feeding

Infants cry as a form of basic instinctive communication. A crying infant may be trying to

express a variety of feelings including hunger, discomfort, overstimulation, boredom,

wanting somthing, or loneliness.

Breastfeeding is the recommended method of feeding by all major infant health

organizations. If breastfeeding is not possible or desired, bottle feeding is done with

expressed breast-milk or with infant formula. Infants are born with a sucking reflex allowing

them to extract the milk from the nipples of the breasts or the nipple of the baby bottle, as

well as an instinctive behavior known as rooting with which they seek out the nipple.

Sometimes a wet nurse is hired to feed the infant, although this is rare, especially in

developed countries.

As infants grow, food supplements are added. Many parents choose commercial, ready-made

baby foods to supplement breast milk or formula for the child, while others adapt their usual

meals for the dietary needs of their child. Whole cow's milk can be used at one year, but

lower-fat milk should not be provided until the child is 2 to 3 years old. Until they are toilet-

trained, infants in industrialized countries wear diapers. Children need more sleep than adults

- up to 18 hours for newborn babies, with a declining rate as the child ages. Until babies learn

to walk, they are carried in the arms, held in slings or baby carriers, or transported in baby

carriages or strollers. Most industrialized countries have laws requiring child safety seats for

infants in motor vehicles.

4. Attachment

Attachment theory is primarily an evolutionary and ethological theory whereby the infant or

child seeks proximity to a specified attachment figure in situations of alarm or distress, for

the purpose of survival. The forming of attachments is considered to be the foundation of the

infant/child's capacity to form and conduct relationships throughout life. Attachment is not
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the same as love and/or affection although they often go together. Attachment and attachment

behaviors tend to develop between the age of 6 months and 3 years. Infants become attached

to adults who are sensitive and responsive in social interactions with the infant, and who

remain as consistent caregivers for some time. Parental responses lead to the development of

patterns of attachment which in turn lead to 'internal working models' which will guide the

individual's feelings, thoughts, and expectations in later relationships. There are a number of

attachment 'styles' namely 'secure', 'anxious-ambivalent', 'anxious-avoidant', (all 'organized')

and 'disorganized', some of which are more problematic than others. A lack of attachment or

a seriously disrupted capacity for attachment could potentially amount to serious disorders.

5. Attitudes toward children

Social attitudes toward children differ around the world and have also changed over time. A

1988 study on European attitudes toward the centrality of children found Italy was more

child-centric and the Netherlands less child-centric, with other countries (Austria, Great

Britain, Ireland, and West Germany) falling in between.

6. Age of responsibility

The age at which children are considered responsible for their own actions has also changed

over time, and this is reflected in the way they are treated in courts of law. In Roman times,

children were regarded as not culpable for crimes, a position later adopted by the Church. In

the nineteenth century, children younger than seven years old were believed incapable of

crime. Children from the age of seven were considered responsible for their actions. Hence,

they could face criminal charges, be sent to adult prison, and be punished like adults by

whipping, branding or hanging.

In at least 25 countries of the world there is no specified age for compulsory education; at

least 33 States have no minimum age of employment and in 44 girls can be married earlier

than boys. In at least 125 countries children may be taken to court and risk imprisonment for

criminal acts at an age between 7 and 15, often the age range for compulsory education.

Moreover, in the same country, it is not rare to find that children are legally obliged to go to

school until they are 14 or 15 years old but a different law allows them to work at an earlier

age or to be married at the age of 12 or to be criminally responsible from the age of 7. Being

aware of the legal situation of children around the world is necessary for designing effective
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measures to improve it. Based on States Parties' reports under the Convention on the Rights

of the Child (CRC) and therefore reflecting States' representations of their own practice, At

what age? brings to light problems that are not - but should be - effectively addressed: at what

age do children become adults and lose their protection under the Convention on the Rights

of the Child? Children's right to education is currently under threat from early marriage, child

labour and imprisonment; States have not adapted their legislation in favour of the right to

education, and they do not have agreed standards for the transition from childhood to

adulthood either internationally or nationally. Often taken as the guarantor of childhood until

18, the Convention on the Rights of the Child in fact states in article 1 that: "a child means

every human being below the age of eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to the

child, majority is attained earlier". The latter element, a limitation, substantially weakens the

operative part of the article and provides justification for differing interpretations and

practice. It is an acknowledgement that not even the age of majority is the same in all

countries.

7. Adolescents

For 29 years after its inception, the Adolescents have had many member changes. The band

broke up and reformed twice, sometimes with different guitarists, bass players and/or

drummers. Their first break up was sometime after the release of their 1981 self-titled debut

release, which is often considered an influential punk rock album, when some members of the

band were involved in their own projects, including Agent Orange and D.I.. However, the

Adolescents reunited in 1986 and released two more albums before spltting up again in 1989.

The band once again reunited for good in 2001 for a 20th anniversary tour and have

continued performing ever since. They released one reunion album and are currently

writing/recording new material for their next album, which is possibly due for release

sometime in 2009.

The band has influenced many of today's later punk groups, including Bad Religion, Face to

Face, Good Riddance, The Offspring, Pennywise and The Vandals.
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Topic : Using Research To Understand Children And Adolescents

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Principles of Research

 Explain Analyzing Developmental Research

 Explain Conducting Research in Schools

 Explain The beginning, first album and hiatus

 Explain Reunion and second hiatus

 Explain Second reunion and the future of the band

Definition/Overview:

Child: A child (plural: children) is a human being between the stages of birth and puberty.

The legal definition of "child" generally refers to a minor, otherwise known as a person

younger than the age of majority.

Adolescents: The Adolescents are an American punk band formed in 1980 in Fullerton,

California. It is a hardcore punk supergroup, made up of early members of Agent Orange and

Social Distortion. Along with Bad Brains, Black Flag, Minor Threat, and many others, they

are often credited as one of the leading bands of the 1980s punk revival.

Key Points:

1. Principles of Research

Research with children needs to be guided by strong ethical standards, the scientific method,

and access to children and adolescents who can supply needed information. The manner in

which researchers integrate these principles into their investigations depends on the kinds of

methods they use.

2. Analyzing Developmental Research

Developmental researchers use various methods for collecting data, including interviews and

questionnaires, tests and other assessments, physiological measures, and observations.
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Regardless of the method, the data should be accurate measures of the characteristics or

behaviors being studied (a matter of validity) and should be only minimally influenced by

temporary, irrelevant factors (a matter of reliability). Developmental researchers also use a

research design that matches their question. Designs differ in the extent to which they allow

researchers to draw conclusions about cause-effect relationships, find associations that

already exist, trace age trends over time, and observe children and adolescents in their natural

environments. To make the most of developmental studies, you must judge whether the

conclusions are warranted and applicable to your own work with young people.

3. Conducting Research in Schools

Teachers and caregivers often gather data about children and adolescents. Educators can learn

a great deal from their everyday observations of youngsters, conversations with them, and

assessments of the products they create.

4. The beginning, first album and hiatus

The Adolescents were formed by Steve Soto after leaving Agent Orangein December 1979.

The original line-up was led by frontman Tony Cadena, with Steve Soto on bass, Frank

Agnew on guitar, John O'Donovan on guitar and Peter Pan on drums. Both O'Donovan and

Pan left in June . Later that year, the group released the classic hardcore single "Amoeba" on

Posh Boy Records. The track also appeared on the Rodney on the ROQ compilation,

assembled by L.A. DJ Rodney Bingenheimer.

The Adolescents signed with Frontier Records in January 1981 and recorded their debut

album, The Adolescents, the following month. It quickly became one of the best-selling

California hardcore albums, behind the Dead Kennedys' Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables.

Despite this success, Rikk Agnew left the band. He was replaced by Pat Smear, formerly of

The Germs. This lineup lasted until the end of June, when Smear left.

The Adolescents broke up in August 1981. Cadena formed The Abandoned, Steve Soto and

Frank Agnew joined Legal Weapon, Royer formed D.I., and Rikk Agnew joined Christian

Death.
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5. Reunion and second hiatus

In 1986 The Adolescents reformed with their original line-up and started to work on a new

album. Before recording Casey Royer and Frank Agnew left the band. Royer had wanted to

keep D.I. going (until 1995), and Agnew lost interest. Sandy Hansen took Royer's place on

drums and Alfie took Frank's place on guitar. They recorded Brats in Battalions in the late

summer. The record came out in August 1987 due to the band deciding to produce and

release the album themselves with little cash or backing.

At the end of 1986 Alfie went to college and his place was taken by Dan Colburn; by the end

of the year Cadena and Colburn left.

In 1988 Rikk Agnew and Steve Soto decided to replace Colburn with Paul Casey and start

singing themselves. Casey left after four months and Frank Agnew replaced him on guitar,

after touring the band recorded their then-final album Balboa Fun Zone.

The Adolescents broke up in April 1989. Steve Soto, Sandy Hansen and Frank Agnew started

Joyride and Rikk Agnew did a couple of solo albums.

6. Second reunion and the future of the band

The band regrouped to tour for the 20th anniversary of their self-titled album in 2001 and

have continued to perform. Live guitarists can vary depending on who is available--their

summer 2006 tour had Joe Harrison and Matt Beld in place of the Agnews. They released

their first reunion album, O.C. Confidential, in 2005 on Finger Records, a label owned and

run by Mel Schantz out of Orange County, California.

In March 2007, bassist Steve Soto confirmed that The Adolescents had begun writing

material for their follow-up to O.C. Confidential, which was possibly due for release "by the

end of" that year. In late 2007, The Adolescents announced in a MySpace blog entry that they

were working on the new album originally expected to releaseed in the spring of 2008. As of

March 2009, the current status of the new album is unknown.
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Topic : Biological Beginnings

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Cell

 Explain Nucleus

 Explain Chromosomes

 Explain Fertilization

 Explain Gametogenesis in humans

 Explain Presentation and causes of Gait abnormality

 Explain Numerical abnormalities

 Explain Structural abnormalities

 Explain Chromosome Anomaly

 Explain Inheritance

 Explain Genetic Disorder

Definition/Overview:

Gametogenesis: Gametogenesis is a process by which diploid or haploid precursor cells

undergo cell division and differentiation to form mature haploid gametes. Depending on the

biological life cycle of the organism, gametogenesis occurs by meiotic division of diploid

gametocytes into various gametes or by mitotic division of haploid gametogenous cells. For

example, plants produce gametes through mitosis in gametophytes. The gametophytes grow

from haploid spores after sporic meiosis. The existence of a multicellular, haploid phase in

the life cycle between meiosis and gametogenesis is also referred to as alternation of

generations.

Gait abnormality: Gait abnormality is a deviation from normal gait that typically results

from dysfunction of the nervous and/or musculoskeletal systems.
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Key Points:

1. Cell

 The body contains trillions of cells that are organized into either tissue or organs.

 Growth takes place through process of dividing and reproducing (mitosis)

 Two parts of cell

o Cytoplasm jelly-like substance

o Nucleus

 Reproductive cells are called gametes.

2. Nucleus

 Controls the reproduction of the cell

 Contains 46 chromosomes which are arranged in 23 pairs

3. Chromosomes

 1 chromosome from each pair is inherited from each parent

 2 chromosomes determine sex they are located in the 23rd pair

o female = xx

o male = xy

 Chromosomes composed of DNA

 Genes are short segments of DNA

 Genes are vehicles for transmission of inherited characteristics, i.e. they provide the genetic

code for the entire body.

4. Fertilization

 Single egg cell released during ovulation @ day 9-16 of menstrual cycle

 Typically fertilization occurs within 24 hours after ovulation

 Between 200 and 400 million sperm are released through the penis when the male ejaculates

during intercourse, but only 1-3,000 are available at point of fertilization.

 Sperm travel through the females uterus and reach the fallopian tube (tube that connects the

ovary with the uterus) within 1.5 hours of ejaculation. Healthy sperm will remain viable for

between 48-72 hours.
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 If there is an egg already present or if one is released during the sperms life, the sperm are

attracted to it and will cluster around it.

 Ovum or egg is 90,000 times larger than the sperm so many sperm are needed to break

through the barrier. The tip of the sperm has chemicals in it to help with the process until one

sperm breaks through.

 Once through, the head of the sperm breaks off and fuses with the nucleus of the ovum

forming a single cell (zygote) which has 23 chromosomes from each partner that pair up.

Process takes several hours.

 After 6-7 days blastocyst (a hollow clump of cells) attaches to wall of uterus and in about 11-

15 days becomes implanted.

5. Gametogenesis in humans

Human produce gametes directly through meiosis in organs called gonads. Males and females

of a species that reproduces sexually have different forms of gametogenesis:

 spermatogenesis (male)

 oogenesis (female)

However, before turning into gametogonia, the embryonic development of gametes is the

same in males and females.

Gametogonia are usually seen as the initial stage of gametogenesis. However, gametogonia

are themselves successors of primordial germ cells. During early embryonic development,

primordial germ cells (PGCs) from the dorsal endoderm of the yolk sac migrate along the

hindgut to the gonadal ridge. They multiply by mitosis and once they have reached the

gonadal ridge they are called gametogonia. Gametogonia are not longer the same between

males and females.

6. Presentation and causes of Gait abnormality

Persons suffering from peripheral neuropathy experience numbness and tingling in their

hands and feet. This can cause ambulation impairment, such as trouble climbing stairs or

maintaining balance. Gait abnormality is also common in persons with nervous system

affections such as Multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, Myasthenia

gravis, and Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease. Orthopedic corrective treatments may also
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manifest into gait abnormality, such as lower extremity amputation, post-fracture, and

arthroplasty (joint replacement). Difficulty in ambulation that results from chemotherapy is

generally temporary in nature, though recovery times of six months to a year are common.

Likewise, difficulty in walking due to arthritis or joint pains (antalgic gait) sometimes

resolves spontaneously once the pain is gone.

7. Chromosome Anomaly

A chromosome anomaly (chromosome abnormality) reflects an atypical number of

chromosomes (karyotype) or a structural abnormality in one or more chromosomes.

Chromosome anomalies usually occur when there is an error in cell division following

meiosis or mitosis. There are many types of chromosome anomalies. They can be organized

into two basic groups, numerical and structural anomalies

8. Numerical abnormalities

When an individual is missing either a chromosome from a pair (monosomy) or has more

than two chromosomes of a pair (trisomy, tetrasomy, etc). An example of a condition caused

by a numerical anomaly is Down Syndrome, also known as Trisomy 21 (an individual with

Down Syndrome has three copies of chromosome 21, rather than two). Turner Syndrome is

an example of a monosomy where the individual is born with only one sex chromosome, an

X.

9. Structural abnormalities

When the chromosome's structure is altered. This can take several forms:

 Deletions: A portion of the chromosome is missing or deleted. Known disorders include

Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome, which is caused by partial deletion of the short arm of

chromosome 4; and Jacobsen syndrome, also called the terminal 11q deletion disorder.

 Duplications: A portion of the chromosome is duplicated, resulting in extra genetic material.

Known disorders include Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 1A which may be caused by

duplication of the gene encoding peripheral myelin protein 22 (PMP22) on chromosome 17.

 Translocations: When a portion of one chromosome is transferred to another chromosome.

There are two main types of translocations. In a reciprocal translocation, segments from two

different chromosomes have been exchanged.
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 Inversions: A portion of the chromosome has broken off, turned upside down and reattached,

therefore the genetic material is inverted.

 Rings: A portion of a chromosome has broken off and formed a circle or ring. This can

happen with or without loss of genetic material.

 Isochromosome: Formed by the mirror image copy of a chromosome segment including the

centromere.

Chromosome instability syndromes are a group of disorders characterized by chromosomal

instability and breakage. They often lead to an increased tendency to develop certain types of

malignancies.

10. Inheritance

Most chromosome anomalies occur as an accident in the egg or sperm, and are therefore not

inherited. Therefore, the anomaly is present in every cell of the body. Some anomalies,

however, can happen after conception, resulting in mosaicism (where some cells have the

anomaly and some do not). Chromosome anomalies can be inherited from a parent or be "de

novo". This is why chromosome studies are often performed on parents when a child is found

to have an anomaly.

11. Genetic Disorder

A genetic disorder is an illness caused by abnormalities in genes or chromosomes. While

some diseases, such as cancer, are due in part to a genetic disorders, they can also be caused

by environmental factors. Most disorders are quite rare and affect one person in every several

thousands or millions. Some types of recessive gene disorder confer an advantage in the

heterozygous state in certain environments.A haploid cell has only one set of chromosomes.

A diploid cell has two sets of chromosomes. In human, the somatic cells are diploid, and the

gametes are haploid.

Genetic diseases are typically diagnosed and treated by geneticists. Genetic counselors assist

the physicians and directly counsel patients.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Physical Development

Family, Culture, And Community
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Cognitive Development: Piaget And Vygotsky

Topic : Physical Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Physical development

 Explain Physical Development Means For Children

 Explain How Settings Can Effectively Implement This Area Of Learning And Development

 Explain Developmental Milestones In Physical Growth During The First Five Years Of A

Child's Life

 Explain Activities To Do To Encourage Child's Physical Development

 Explain Newly Born Child

 Explain Toddler

 Explain Puberty and Adolescence

 Explain Puberty in Females

 Explain Puberty in Males

 Explain Longevity

Definition/Overview:

Physical development: Physical development takes place quickly in the lives of children.

The infant who was once immobile turns into the toddler who seems to be always on the

move. Children differ in how quickly they develop large motor skills. This development

occurs in stages, each one building upon the previous ones. The rate of this development is

less important than the sequence. An environment that encourages physical development

through exploration is important for children of all ages.

Key Points:

1. Physical development

The overview for this area of learning is taken from the consultation version of EYFS - this

will be amended following the consultation.
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Practitioners must encourage the physical development of babies and young children through

offering opportunities for them to learn through being active and interactive, improving their

skills of coordination, control, manipulation and movement. Practitioners must support

children in using all of their senses to learn about the world around them and to make

connections between new information and what they already know. Practitioners must

support children in developing an understanding of the importance of making healthy choices

in relation to food.

2. Physical Development Means For Children

Physical development is inseparable from all other Areas of Learning and Development

because children learn by being active in all areas.

Physical development has two other very important aspects. It helps children gain confidence

in what they can do and enables them to feel the positive benefits of being healthy and active.

Effective physical development helps children to develop a positive sense of well-being.

3. How Settings Can Effectively Implement This Area Of Learning And Development

To give all children the best opportunities for effective physical development, practitioners

should give particular attention to:

 planning activities which offer appropriate physical challenges.

 providing sufficient space, indoors and outdoors, to set up relevant activities.

 giving sufficient time for children to use a range of equipment and to persist and learn from

their mistakes.

 providing resources that can be used in a variety of ways, or to support specific skills.

 introducing the language of movement to children, alongside their actions.

 providing time and opportunities for children with physical disabilities or motor impairments

to develop their physical skills, working in partnership with relevant specialists such as

physiotherapists and occupational therapists.

 using additional adult help, if necessary, to support individuals and to encourage increased

independence in physical activities.

 treating mealtimes as an opportunity to promote children's social development, while

enjoying food and highlighting the importance of making healthy choices.
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 providing time to support understanding of the roles that exercise, eating, sleeping and

hygiene have in promoting good health.

4. Developmental Milestones In Physical Growth During The First Five Years Of A

Child's Life

First year:

 Birth-2 months: babies focus on your face when you talk; arm and leg movements appear to

be uncoordinated; weak neck muscles mean that babies cannot control their head movements.

 3-4 months: babies begin to develop head control and can lift their chests when placed on

their stomachs. While you should let your baby have some supervised play time on her

stomach, ALWAYS place your child on her back to sleep.

 4-5 months: babies roll from side to back and/or from back to side.

 6-7 months: babies can turn completely over (front to back and/or back to front).

 7 months: babies can pull themselves up to stand but have trouble sitting down again.

 7-8 months: babies can sit up steadily with the support of their arms.

 8-10 months: babies can creep on their stomachs or begin to crawl on their hands and knees.

(Some babies do not learn to crawl until after they learn to stand.)

 9-11 months: babies can walk when led by the hands or "cruise" holding onto furniture.

 12-15 months: babies can stand without holding on to anything and begin walking.

1-3 years:

 18 months: toddlers are walking well, both forward and backwards; they can creep down

stairs and get on and off a low chair; they can throw a ball without losing balance.

 24 months: children are able to run and climb.

 36 months: children are refining large motor skills; they can alternate feet while climbing

stairs, ride a tricycle, jump and balance on one foot. They can throw a ball overhand.

 36-48 months: children can run and skip well, play simple ball games, and are skilled tricycle

riders.

 48-60 months: children can hop, skip, run, play with a ball, and climb.
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5. Activities To Do To Encourage Child's Physical Development

Birth to 12 months:

 Allow your baby plenty of safe space for rolling, scooting and crawling.

 Make sure your baby's clothing is loose enough so arms and legs can move freely.

 Play gentle exercise games.

 To encourage your baby to crawl, place a favorite toy just out of reach.

 Provide firm, stable objects on which your baby can pull up to a standing position.

One to 3 years old:

 Provide pull toys that make noise. Encourage your child to walk forward and backward while

pulling the toy.

 Help your child walk up and down stairs.

 Help your child jump off the first or second step and over a small object.

 Provide opportunities for your child to climb up and through things.

 Provide both large and small balls for throwing and kicking.

 Provide a wagon for pulling and carrying objects from place to place.

Four to 5 years old:

 Have your child walk along a line drawn on the floor to learn balance.

 Provide a mat for tumbling play such as rolls and somersaults.

 Play catch with your child, starting with a large ball and gradually changing to smaller sized

balls.

6. The Newly Born Child

Depending on the nutrients available to the child within pregnancy and the genetic make up

of the child, most healthy babies weight between five and eight pounds. Since the placenta is

absent, which previously provided the baby with nutrients, food is required for the metabolic

processes and the continued growth of the baby.
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Its nutrients derive from feeding of liquids by the parents to begin with, as the young baby's

digestive system cannot cope with more complex solid foods. This provides the nutrients to

begin with for continued growth and development

7. The Toddler

Through learning and development , by the end of the first year the baby can feed on solids

and perform basic functions such as crawling and walking. The dependence on growth from

food from the mother is now switched to the production of hormones in the young child,

which now has a developed endocrine system for hormone secretion.

At this stage the young child is at a period of accelerated growth, which will continue into

early childhood

Depending on the genetics of the baby, the hormones secreted will determine the height of

the child in its future years. As a general rule of thumb, the size of the child at 2 years is

roughly proportional to its final height barring unusual factors.

8. Puberty and Adolescence

After early childhood, the child continues to grow steadily in its single figure years up until it

becomes a teenager. At this point, puberty begins.

Puberty is the point in time where the development of sexual characteristics begin, and will

allow these humans to become sexually active and be able to produce gametes for

reproduction.

9. Puberty in Females

On average, most girls tend to reach puberty before boys.

 Oestrogen, a female hormone is secreted by the ovaries, begins to enlarge the breasts which

will be later used by the baby to feed on.

 Growth is increased and accelerates over the teenage years as a result of increases in the

secretion of growth hormone.

 On average, 20 centimetres are gained in height from puberty
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 The menstrual cycle is initiated by the thickening of the uterus caused by the cyclical changes

in the presence of oestrogen. This is shed every 28 days and is known as a period. At this

point, the female is fertile and able to reproduce

10. Puberty in Males

On average, most boys tend to reach puberty after most girls have developed, though puberty

lasts longer

 As with girls, a growth spurt occurs

 Testosterone is produced by the male testes, which initiates the growth spurt, and does so

more effectively than oestrogen, making most males on average taller than females

 After secretion of prolonged testosterone, the male shows secondary sex characteristics such

as increased bodily hair, deepening of the voice and increased development of muscularity

 The initial secretion of testosterone initiates sperm production, giving the male fertile

gametes available for reproduction

By the end of the teenage years puberty ceases and maturity has been reached. At this point,

no more true growth occurs (an increase in cell number) and new cells are solely used for

regeneration purposes.

Women cease to be fertile on average in their 50's where no more eggs are produced by the

ovaries. It is interesting to know that a female baby already has over 1 000 000 follicles for

eggs to develop in, which decreases to 100 000 by puberty. By the 6th decade of life in the

female, this supply will have run out.

11. Longevity

Better living conditions have led to people in modern societies living to a ripe old age. In

light of this, increased study has went into longevity in humans (how long we live) and how

we can combat the degenerative nature of aging.

Over time our bodies become less efficient, and the homeostasis of an efficient body becomes

less able to maintain the favourable conditions. This leads to degeneration of our body, until

death.
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The previous 5 pages have investigated growth from an embryo to adult. The next pages will

study the internal operations of the human body more deeply, beginning with what food we

need to survive from a healthy diet and continuing on how our body works with this supply

of energy

Topic : Family, Culture, And Community

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Community

 Explain Perspectives from various disciplines

 Explain Community development

 Explain Community building and organizing

 Explain Family

Definition/Overview:

Community: In biological terms, a community is a group of interacting organisms sharing an

environment. In human communities, intent, belief, resources, preferences, needs, risks, and a

number of other conditions may be present and common, affecting the identity of the

participants and their degree of cohesiveness.

Key Points:

1. Community

Communis comes from a combination of the Latin prefix com- (which means "together") and

the word munis probably originally derived from the Etruscan word munis- (meaning "to

have the charge of"). Since the advent of the Internet, the concept of community no longer

has geographical limitations, as people can now virtually gather in an online community and

share common interests regardless of physical location.
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2. Perspectives from various disciplines

2.1 Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft

German sociologist Ferdinand Tnnies distinguished between two types of human

association: Gemeinschaft (usually translated as "community") and Gesellschaft

("society" or "association"). In his 1887 work, Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft, Tnnies

argued that Gemeinschaft is perceived to be a tighter and more cohesive social entity,

due to the presence of a "unity of will." He added that family and kinship were the

perfect expressions of Gemeinschaft, but that other shared characteristics, such as

place or belief, could also result in Gemeinschaft. Gesellschaft, on the other hand, is a

group in which the individuals who make up that group are motivated to take part in

the group purely by self-interest. He also proposed that in the real world, no group

was either pure Gemeinschaft or pure Gesellschaft, but, rather, a mixture of the two.

2.2 Individual and community

During their growth and maturation, people encounter a variety of individuals and

experiences. Infants first interact with their immediate family, then with extended

family. As they mature, children interact with the local community, first in school and

later through work. They thus develop individual and group identity through

associations that connect them to life-long community experiences.

As people grow, they learn about and form perceptions of social structures. During

this progression, they form personal and cultural values, a world view, and attitudes

toward the larger society. Gaining an understanding of group dynamics and how to

"fit in" is part of socialization. Individuals develop interpersonal relationships and

begin to make choices about whom to associate with and under what circumstances.

During adolescence and adulthood, the individual tends to develop a more

sophisticated identity, often taking on a role as a leader or follower in groups. If an

individual develops the feeling that they belong to a group, and they must help the

group they are part of, then they develop a sense of community.
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2.3 Social capital

If community exists, both freedom and security may exist as well. The community

then takes on a life of its own, as people become free enough to share and secure

enough to get along. The sense of connectedness and formation of social networks

comprise what has become known as social capital.

Social capital is defined by Robert D. Putnam as "the collective value of all social

networks (who people know) and the inclinations that arise from these networks to do

things for each other (norms of reciprocity)." Social capital in action can be seen in

groups of varying formality, including neighbours keeping an eye on each others'

homes. However, as Putnam notes in Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of

American Community , social capital has been falling in the United States. Putnam

found that over the past 25 years, attendance at club meetings has fallen 58 percent,

family dinners are down 33 percent, and having friends visit has fallen 45 percent.

The same patterns are also evident in several other western countries. Western

cultures are thus said to be losing the spirit of community that once were found in

institutions including churches and community centers. Sociologist Ray Oldenburg

states in The Great Good Place that people need three places: 1) the home, 2) the

office, and, 3) the community hangout or gathering place. With this philosophy in

mind, many grassroots efforts such as The Project for Public Spaces are being started

to create this "Third Place" in communities. They are taking form in independent

bookstores, coffeehouses, local pubs, and through many innovative means to create

the social capital needed to foster the sense and spirit of community.

3. Community development

Community development, often linked with Community Work or Community Planning, is

often formally conducted by non-government organisations (NGOs), universities or

government agencies to improve the social well-being of local, regional and, sometimes,

national communities. Less formal efforts, called community building or community

organizing, seek to empower individuals and groups of people by providing them with the

skills they need to effect change in their own communities. These skills often assist in

building political power through the formation of large social groups working for a common
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agenda. Community development practitioners must understand both how to work with

individuals and how to affect communities' positions within the context of larger social

institutions.

Formal programs conducted by universities are often used to build a knowledge base to drive

curricula in sociology and community studies. The General Social Survey from the National

OpinionResearch Centerat the University of Chicago and the Saguaro Seminar at the John F.

Kennedy School of Government at HarvardUniversity are examples of national community

development in the United States. In The United Kingdom, Oxford Universityhas led in

providing extensive research in the field through its Community Development Journal, used

worldwide by sociologists and community development practitioners.

At the intersection between community development and community building are a number

of programs and organizations with community development tools. One example of this is the

program of the Asset Based Community Development Institute of Northwestern University.

The institute makes available downloadable tools to assess community assets and make

connections between non-profit groups and other organizations that can help in community

building. The Institute focuses on helping communities develop by "mobilizing neighborhood

assets" building from the inside out rather than the outside in.

4. Community building and organizing

In The Different Drum: Community-Making and Peace, Scott Peck argues that the almost

accidental sense of community that exists at times of crisis can be consciously built. Peck

believes that conscious community building is a process of deliberate design based on the

knowledge and application of certain rules. He states that this process goes through four

stages:

 Pseudo-community: Where participants are "nice with each other", playing-safe, and

presenting what they feel is the most favourable sides of their personalities.

 Chaos: When people move beyond the inauthenticity of pseudo-community and feel safe

enough to present their "shadow" selves. This stage places great demands upon the facilitator

for greater leadership and organization, but Peck believes that "organizations are not

communities", and this pressure should be resisted.
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 Emptiness: This stage moves beyond the attempts to fix, heal and convert of the chaos stage,

when all people become capable of acknowledging their own woundedness and brokenness,

common to us all as human beings. Out of this emptiness comes

 True community: the process of deep respect and true listening for the needs of the other

people in this community. This stage Peck believes can only be described as "glory" and

reflects a deep yearning in every human soul for compassionate understanding from one's

fellows.

More recently Peck remarked that building a sense of community is easy but maintaining this

sense of community is difficult in the modern world. Community building can use a wide

variety of practices, ranging from simple events such as potlucks and small book clubs to

largerscale efforts such as mass festivals and construction projects that involve local

participants rather than outside contractors.

Community building that is geared toward citizen action is usually termed "community

organizing." In these cases, organized community groups seek accountability from elected

officials and increased direct representation within decision-making bodies. Where good-faith

negotiations fail, these constituency-led organizations seek to pressure the decision-makers

through a variety of means, including picketing, boycotting, sit-ins, petitioning, and electoral

politics. The ARISE Detroit! coalition and the Toronto Public Space Committee are examples

of activist networks committed to shielding local communities from government and

corporate domination and inordinate influence.

Community organizing is sometimes focused on more than just resolving specific issues.

Organizing often means building a widely accessible power structure, often with the end goal

of distributing power equally throughout the community. Community organizers generally

seek to build groups that are open and democratic in governance. Such groups facilitate and

encourage consensus decision-making with a focus on the general health of the community

rather than a specific interest group. The three basic types of community organizing are

grassroots organizing, coalition building, and "institution-based community organizing,"

(also called "broad-based community organizing," an example of which is faith-based

community organizing, or "congregation-based community organizing").
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5. Family

Family denotes a group of people affiliated by a common ancestry, affinity or co-residence.

Although the concept of consanguinity originally referred to relations by "blood," some

anthropologists[who?] have argued that one must understand the idea of "blood"

metaphorically, and that many societies understand 'family' through other concepts rather

than through genetic distance.

It has been argued by many sociologists,[who?] anthropologists,[who?] philosophers[who?]

and psychoanalysts[who?] that the main function of the family is to perpetuate society. Either

socially, with the "social production of children", or biologically, or both. Thus, one's

experience of one's family shifts over time. From the perspective of children, the family is a

family of orientation: the family serves to locate children socially, and plays a major role in

their enculturation and socialization. From the point of view of the parent(s), the family is a

family of procreation the goal of which is to produce and enculturate and socialize children.

However, producing children is not the only function of the family; in societies with a sexual

division of labor, marriage, and the resulting relationship between two people, is necessary

for the formation of an economically productive household.

A conjugal family consists of one or more parents/guardians and their children. The most

common form of this family is regularly referred to as a nuclear family.

A consanguineal family consists of a parent and his or her children, and other people. This

kind of family is common where mothers do not have the resources to rear their children on

their own, and especially where property is inherited. When important property is owned by

men, consanguineal families commonly consist of a husband and wife, their children and

other members of the husband's family.

A matrifocal family consists of a mother and her children. Generally, these children are her

biological offspring, although adoption of children is a practice in nearly every society. This

kind of family is common where women have the resources to rear their children by

themselves, or where men are more mobile than women.
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Topic : Cognitive Development: Piaget And Vygotsky

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Cognition Development

 Explain The Theory of Cognitive Development

 Explain Piaget's four stages

 Explain Sensorimotor period

 Explain Preoperational Period

 Explain Challenges to Piagetian stage theory

 Explain Vygotsky's Theory of Cognitive Development

 Explain Comparing Piagetian and Vygotskian Perspectives

Definition/Overview:

Cognitive development is a field of study in neuroscience and psychology focusing on a

child's development in terms of information processing, conceptual resources, perceptual

skill, and other topics in cognitive psychology. A large portion of research has gone into

understanding how a child conceptualizes the world. Jean Piaget was a major force in the

founding of this field, forming his "theory of cognitive development". Many of his claims

have since fallen out of favor.

A major topic in cognitive development is nativism versus empiricism. Another is the

question of convergance or homology with animals when humans have similar cognition.

These two debates are present in nearly every smaller part of the field.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Infants make impressive strides in cognitive development. In two short years, they acquire

abilities to find objects, cause events to occur, imitate others, and remember objects and

people. They learn to put things into categories and play make-believe games.
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Infants acquire other cognitive abilities, such as memory, attention, and play. These become

increasingly sophisticated during the first two years of life.

Children of different cultures may show different cognitive abilities or may acquire these

abilities at different rates. For example, in societies in which babies are stimulated by adult

contact throughout the day, advanced infant cognition may be observed. Generally, variations

in infant development reflect the rich cultural, developmental, and socioeconomic diversity of

our country and our world.

Poverty, malnutrition, and genetic disorders can interrupt cognitive development in infancy.

Early intervention can offset some of these negative influences.

2. Cognition Development

Cognition comprised of mental processes such as conceiving, reasoning, memory, and

symbolization, organizes humans' action in and perception of the world and is the foundation

of humans' status as psychological beings. Speculation over the developmental origin of

cognition has fueled philosophical inquiry for millennia. The modern study of infant

cognitive development takes its own origin from the theory and research of Swiss

psychologist Jean Piaget.

According to Piaget, infants are born with no mental framework in place and only gradually

construct a conceptualization of the world through their experience with it. The experience of

the infant is initially bound by the immediacy of perception and action, a "sensorimotor

intelligence." Piaget argued that newborns have no concept of self or object and simply

experience a wash of sensations. Only rudimentary schemas for interacting with the world are

available to them. They will, for example, grasp objects placed in their hands, suck on objects

that contact their mouths, and visually track moving objects. As infants apply these and other

basic perception-action schemas to different objects and situations, they gradually adjust their

action to the vast complexity of the world, increasingly accounting for specific objects and

events. In the process, a more generalized and abstract sense of the world and infants' place in

it emerges. By the end of infancy, the child has built a primitive understanding of objects and

events as independently existing in time and space. For Piaget, a consequence of the infant

period is an emerging representational ability, captured in the consolidation by eighteen to
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twenty-four months of an "object concept," which allows the child to conceive of an object's

existence even when it is no longer available to the senses (e.g., out of view).

The study of representation in general: and the object concept in particular: has remained at

the forefront of research in infant cognition. Examining infant search behavior, Piaget

established six developmental stages through which infants pass before establishing a mature

object concept. For example, during the third stage, around four to eight months, infants will

search out a partially covered toy. But if the toy is completely hidden, infants will not search

for it, as if it no longer exists. By the fourth stage, around eight to twelve months, infants will

search for a completely covered toy, but when the toy is then hidden in another location,

infants search exclusively at the initial hiding site, as if the toy's existence coincided with that

particular location in space. More recent studies, using infant looking behavior, suggest that

even younger infants have formed certain expectations about objects and their physical

properties. For example, infants expect an object to stop moving when it contacts a solid

barrier and expect that two inanimate objects must come in contact with one another for one

object to set the other in motion. Young infants seem to apply these expectations even to

events that occur out of view. When three-month-olds see a ball roll behind a screen, and then

the screen is lifted to reveal a barrier to the ball's path, they look much longer, as if surprised,

at the event when the ball is revealed resting at the other end of the barrier, having seemingly

moved through the solid barrier. Whether these expectations constitute conceptual

understanding of objects has been a source of debate.

Studies of infant imitation and memory have further contributed to the understanding of

infant representational ability. Newborns will imitate the action of an adult sticking out his

tongue, even though they cannot see themselves imitate the action. Some psychologists have

argued that newborns must possess an abstract representational system for linking their

unseen facial movements with what they see the adult doing. Around nine months,

representation is clearly in place as infants, having only observed an adult play with a toy in a

particular way, will imitate the adult when given a chance twenty-four hours later to play

with the toy. In this deferred imitation, infants must represent what they have seen twenty-

four hours earlier and must recall from memory the representation. Prior to nine months,

infants can retain memories for weeks or even months, but they retrieve those memories only

if sufficient cues are present to allow them to recognize the familiarity of an event.
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3. The Theory of Cognitive Development

The Theory of Cognitive Development, first developed by Jean Piaget, proposes that there

are four distinct, increasingly sophisticated stages of mental representation that children pass

through on their way to an adult level of intelligence.

The four stages, roughly correlated with age, are as follows:

 Sensorimotor period (years 02)

 Preoperational period (years 27)

 Concrete operational period (years 711)

 Formal operational period (years 12 and up)

4. Piaget's four stages

4.1 Sensorimotor period

Infants are born with a set of congenital reflexes that allow them to float in the heavily

dense world, according to Piaget, in addition to a drive to explore their world. Their

initial schemes are formed through differentiation of the congenital reflexes. The

sensorimotor period is the first of the four periods.

4.2 Preoperational Period

The Preoperational stage is the second of four stages of cognitive development. By

observing sequences of play, Piaget was able to demonstrate that towards the end of

the second year a qualitatively new kind of psychological functioning occurs.

(Pre)Operatory Thought in Piagetian theory is any procedure for mentally acting on

objects. The hallmark of the preoperational stage is sparse and logically inadequate

mental operations. During this stage the child learns to use and to represent objects by

images and words, in other words they learn to use symbolic thinking. Thinking is

still egocentric: The child has difficulty taking the viewpoint of others.

The child can classify objects by a single feature: e.g. groups together all the red

blocks regardless of shape or all the square blocks regardless of color. According to

Piaget, the Pre-Operational stage of development follows the Sensorimotor stage and
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occurs between 27 years of age. In this stage, children develop their language skills.

They begin representing things with words and images. However, they still use

intuitive rather than logical reasoning. At the beginning of this stage, they tend to be

egocentric, that is, they are not aware that other people do not think, know and

perceive the same as them. Children have highly imaginative minds at this time and

actually assign emotions to inanimate objects. The theory of mind is also critical to

this stage.

The Preoperational Stage can be further broken down into the Preconceptual Stage

and the Intuitive Stage... The Preconceptual stage (2-4 years) is marked by egocentric

thinking and animistic thought. A child who displays animistic thought tends to assign

living attributes to inanimate objects, for example that a glass would feel pain if it

were broken.

The Intuitive(4-6 years) stage is when children start employing mental activities to

solve problems and obtain goals but they are unaware of how they came to their

conclusions. For example a child is shown 7 dogs and 3 cats and asked if there are

more dogs than cats. The child would respond positively. However when asked if

there are more dogs than animals the child would once again respond positively. Such

fundamental errors in logic show the transition between intuitiveness in solving

problems and true logical reasoning acquired in later years when the child grows up.

Piaget considered that children primarily learn through imitation and play throughout

these first two stages, as they build up symbolic images through internalized activity.

4.3 Concrete operational stage

The Concrete operational stage is the third of four stages of cognitive development in

Piaget's theory. This stage, which follows the Preoperational stage, occurs between

the ages of 7 and 11 years and is characterized by the appropriate use of logic.

Important processes during this stage are:

Seriation: the ability to sort objects in an order according to size, shape, or any other

characteristic. For example, if given different-shaded objects they may make a color

gradient.
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Trasitivity: The ability to recognize or logicall relations amoung elements in a serial

order (for example, If A is taller than B, and B is taller than C, than A must be taller

than C).

Classification:the ability to name and identify sets of objects according to

appearance, size or other characteristic, including the idea that one set of objects can

include another.

Decentering:where the child takes into account multiple aspects of a problem to solve

it. For example, the child will no longer perceive an exceptionally wide but short cup

to contain less than a normally-wide, taller cup.

Reversibility:where the child understands that numbers or objects can be changed,

then returned to their original state. For this reason, a child will be able to rapidly

determine that if 4+4 equals 8, 8−4 will equal 4, the original quantity.

Conservation: understanding that quantity, length or number of items is unrelated to

the arrangement or appearance of the object or items.

Elimination of Egocentrism: the ability to view things from another's perspective

(even if they think incorrectly). For instance, show a child a comic in which Jane puts

a doll under a box, leaves the room, and then Melissa moves the doll to a drawer, and

Jane comes back. A child in the concrete operations stage will say that Jane will still

think it's under the box even though the child knows it is in the drawer.

Children in this stage can, however, only solve problems that apply to actual

(concrete) objects or events, and not abstract concepts or hypothetical tasks.

4.4 Formal operational stage

The formal operational period is the fourth and final of the periods of cognitive

development in Piaget's theory. This stage, which follows the Concrete Operational

stage, commences at around 12 years of age (puberty) and continues into adulthood. It

is characterized by acquisition of the ability to think abstractly, reason logically and

draw conclusions from the information available, as well as apply all these processes
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to hypothetical situations. During this stage the young adult is able to understand such

things as love, "shades of gray", logical proofs, and values.

5. Challenges to Piagetian stage theory

Piagetians accounts of development have been challenged on several grounds. First, as Piaget

himself noted, development does not always progress in the smooth manner his theory seems

to predict. 'Decalage', or unpredicted gaps in the developmental progression, suggest that the

stage model is at best a useful approximation. More broadly, Piaget's theory is 'domain

general', predicting that cognitive maturation occurs concurrently across different domains of

knowledge (such as mathematics, logic, understanding of physics, of language, etc).

However, more recent cognitive developmentalists have been much influenced by trends in

cognitive science away from domain generality and towards domain specificity or modularity

of mind, under which different cognitive faculties may be largely independent of one another

and thus develop according to quite different time-tables. In this vein, many current cognitive

developmentalists argue that rather than being domain general learners, children come

equipped with domain specific theories, sometimes referred to as 'core knowledge', which

allows them to break into learning within that domain. For example, even young infants

appear to understand some basic principles of physics (e.g. that one object cannot pass

through another) and human intention (e.g. that a hand repeatedly reaching for an object has

that object, not just a particular path of motion, as its goal). These basic assumptions may be

the building block out of which more elaborate knowledge is constructed. Additionally, some

psychologists, such as Vygotsky and Bruner, thought differently from Piaget, suggesting that

language was more important than Piaget implied.

Recently Piaget's theory has been falling out of favour for a new theory called Ecological

Systems Theory. This is based on the contextual influences in the child's life like his/her

immediate family, school, society and the world, and how these impact the child's

development.

6. Vygotsky

Vygotsky was a theorist whose ideas emerged in the last few decades from behind what was

known as the Iron Curtain, in the former Soviet Union. He posited that children learn through

hands-on experience, as Piaget suggested. However, unlike Piaget, he claimed that timely and
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sensitive intervention by adults when a child is on the edge of learning a new task (called the

Zone of Proximal Development) could help children learn new tasks. This technique is called

"scaffolding," because it builds upon knowledge children already have with new knowledge

that adults can help the child learn. An example of this might be when a parent "helps" an

infant clap or roll his hands to the pat-a-cake rhyme, until he can clap and roll his hands

himself.

Vygotsky was strongly focused on the role of culture in determining the child's pattern of

development. He argued that "Every function in the child's cultural development appears

twice: first, on the social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between people

(interpsychological) and then inside the child (intrapsychological). This applies equally to

voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the formation of concepts. All the higher

functions originate as actual relationships between individuals."

Many theorists posit stage theories, but Vygotsky did not support stages at all, asserting

instead that development was a process.

7. Vygotsky's Theory of Cognitive Development

Vygotsky proposed that adults promote children's cognitive development both by passing

along the meanings that their culture assigns to objects and events and by assisting children

with challenging tasks. Social activities are often precursors to, and form the basis for,

complex mental processes: Children initially use new skills in the course of interacting with

adults or peers and slowly internalize these skills for their own, independent use. Often,

children first experiment with adult tasks and ways of thinking within the context of their

early play activities. Contemporary theorists have extended Vygotsky's theory in several

directions. For instance, some suggest that adults can help children benefit from their

experiences through joint construction of meanings, guided participation, and cognitive

apprenticeships. Others recommend that adults engage children and adolescents in authentic,

adultlike tasks, initially providing enough scaffolding that youngsters can accomplish those

tasks successfully and gradually withdrawing it as proficiency increases. And most

developmentalists believe that children's play activities prepare them for adult life by

allowing them to practice a variety of adultlike behaviors and to develop skills in planning,

cooperation, problem solving, and self-restraint.
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8. Comparing Piagetian and Vygotskian Perspectives

Challenge, readiness, and social interaction are central to the theories of both Piaget and

Vygotsky. However, the two perspectives differ on the role of language in cognitive

development, the relative value of free exploration versus more structured and guided

activities, the relative importance of interactions with peers versus adults, and the influence

of culture.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Cognitive Development: Cognitive Processes

Intelligence

Language Development

Topic : Cognitive Development: Cognitive Processes

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Cognition

 Explain Influence and Influences

 Explain Psychology

 Explain Ontology

 Explain Cognition As compression

 Explain Cognition as social process and cognition in a social process

Definition/Overview:

Cognition: Cognition is a concept used in different ways by different disciplines, but is

generally accepted to mean the process of thought. For example, in psychology and cognitive

science it refers to an information processing view of an individual's psychological functions.

Other interpretations of the meaning of cognition link it to the development of concepts;

individual minds, groups, organizations, and even larger coalitions of entities, can be

modelled as societies which cooperate to form concepts. The autonomous elements of each

'society' would have the opportunity to demonstrate emergent behavior in the face of some

crisis or opportunity. Cognition can also be interpreted as "understanding and trying to make

sense of the world".
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Key Points:

1. Introduction

Childrens success in school is related, in part, to general intelligence. One measure of

intelligence is the intelligence quotient (IQ), which is determined by a score on a

standardized test. Concerns have been raised about IQ as an adequate measure of intellectual

functioning, however. Some researchers have found that IQ tests only measure one narrow

type of intelligence and fail to appreciate others. Others have argued that IQ tests favor

children of Euro-American backgrounds. IQ test bias has been a persistent concern in

American education.

Piaget has looked at intelligence differently. Rather than quantifying intelligence with

numbers, he has described intellectual processes. He has focused as much on how children

learn as on what they know. He found that unique thought processes: decentering,

reversibility, and causal thinking: emerge in the primary years. These abilities allow children

to acquire new knowledge in math, social studies, science, and other academic areas.

There is great variation in childrens cognitive development in the primary years. Children of

some cultures will be more advanced than Piaget would have predicted others less so. Such

differences may be explained by the diverse life experiences and competencies that are

valued by families of different backgrounds.

Vygotsky has shown that childrens learning is enhanced when their teachers or peers guide

their problem solving with the zone of proximal development. This zone is a point in a

learning experience where a task is just beyond a childs level of understanding. With hints,

questions, or modeling, children in this zone can be promoted to accomplish the task on their

own.

Memory improves during the primary years. One ability which enhances memory at this age

is metacognition: the awareness of and ability to regulate ones own thought processes.

Children begin to control their own thinking at this age; they can choose to attend to some

stimuli and not others, for example, and can rehearse information and skills they wish to

retain.
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Children of some cultural groups perform less well in school. Clashes in cognitive style, poor

schools, and negative family attitudes are contributors. Research shows that cultural

differences are minimized when the effect of socioeconomic status is controlled. Children of

diverse cultural groups who have the same socioeconomic status will be more alike than

different in their performance in the classroom.

A number of challenging conditions affect intellectual development and school success. :

Children with learning disabilities and giftedness often require unique instructional

intervention.

2. Cognition

The term cognition (Latin: cognoscere, "to know" or "to recognize") refers to a faculty for the

processing of information, applying knowledge, and changing preferences. Cognition, or

cognitive processes, can be natural or artificial, conscious or unconscious. These processes

are analyzed from different perspectives within different contexts, notably in the fields of

linguistics, anesthesia, neurology, psychology, philosophy, systemics and computer science.

Within psychology or philosophy, the concept of cognition is closely related to abstract

concepts such as mind, reasoning, perception, intelligence, learning, and many others that

describe capabilities of the mind and expected properties of an artificial or synthetic mind.

Cognition is considered an abstract property of advanced living organisms and is studied as a

direct property of a brain (or of an abstract mind) on at the factual and symbolic levels.

In psychology and in artificial intelligence, cognition is used to refer to the mental functions,

mental processes (thoughts) and states of intelligent entities (humans, human organizations,

highly autonomous machines). In particular, the field focuses toward the study of specific

mental processes such as comprehension, inference, decision-making, planning and learning.

Recently, advanced cognitive research has been especially focused on the capacities of

abstraction, generalization, concretization/specialization and meta-reasoning. This involves

such concepts as beliefs, knowledge, desires, preferences and intentions of intelligent

individuals/objects/agents/systems.

The term cognition is also used in a broader sense to define the act of knowing, or

knowledge, and may be interpreted in a social or cultural sense to describe the emergent

development of knowledge and concepts within a group, culminating in both thought and

action.
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3. Influence and Influences

Because it is such a broad concept, the field of cognition is applicable within a wide range of

areas. The majority of its influence is present within psychology (as cognitive psychology,

cognitive science and psychophysics); philosophy, particularly philosophy of mind,

epistemology and ontology (with a special significance within moral philosophy, which deals

with the problem of ignorance, often seen as the opposite of cognition); neuroscience as

cognitive neuroscience, neurology and neuropsychology; artificial intelligence (as well as

cybernetics).

Importantly, an area that deeply involves cognitive concepts is the field of economics, used as

part of the theories behind behavioral economics and behavioral finance, and additionally

throughout experimental economics. Also within the industrial sciences, involved areas

include ergonomics and user interface design. Within human development, common

applications of cognitive theory are in linguistics, especially psycholinguistics and cognitive

linguistics; learning and learning styles.

In its most modern aspect, cognition has become thoroughly integrated within computer

science and information theory, where attempts at artificial intelligence, collective

intelligence and robotics focus on mimicking living beings' capacities for cognition; or

applying the experience gathered in one place by one being to actions by another being

elsewhere. More contemporary influence is seen within theoretical mathematics and

probability, as well as physics, where observer effects are studied in depth mathematically.

4. Psychology

The sort of mental processes described as cognitive are largely influenced by research which

has successfully used this paradigm in the past, likely starting with Thomas Aquinas, who

divided the study of behavior into two broad categories: cognitive (how we know the world),

and affect (feelings and emotions). Consequently, this description tends to apply to processes

such as memory, association, concept formation, language, attention, perception, action,

problem solving and mental imagery. Traditionally, emotion was not thought of as a

cognitive process. This division is now regarded as largely artificial, and much research is

currently being undertaken to examine the cognitive psychology of emotion; research also

includes one's awareness of strategies and methods of cognition, known as metacognition.

Empirical research into cognition is usually scientific and quantitative, or involves creating

models to describe or explain certain behaviors.

While few people would deny that cognitive processes are a function of the brain, a cognitive

theory will not necessarily make reference to the brain or other biological process (compare
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neurocognitive). It may purely describe behaviour in terms of information flow or function.

Relatively recent fields of study such as cognitive science and neuropsychology aim to bridge

this gap, using cognitive paradigms to understand how the brain implements these

information-processing functions, or how pure information-processing systems (e.g.,

computers) can simulate cognition. The branch of psychology that studies brain injury to

infer normal cognitive function is called cognitive neuropsychology. The links of cognition to

evolutionary demands are studied through the investigation of animal cognition. And

conversely, evolutionary-based perspectives can inform hypotheses about cognitive

functional systems evolutionary psychology.

The theoretical school of thought derived from the cognitive approach is often called

cognitivism.

The phenomenal success of the cognitive approach can be seen by its current dominance as

the core model in contemporary psychology.

5. Ontology

On an individual being level, these questions are studied by the separate fields above, but are

also more integrated into cognitive ontology of various kinds. This challenges the older

linguistically dependent views of ontology, wherein one could debate being, perceiving, and

doing, with no cognizance of innate human limits, varying human lifeways, and loyalties that

may let a being "know" something that for others remains very much in doubt.

On the level of an individual mind, an emergent behavior might be the formation of a new

concept, 'bubbling up' from below the conscious level of the mind. A simple way of stating

this is that beings preserve their own attention and are at every level concerned with avoiding

interruption and distraction. Such cognitive specialization can be observed in particular in

language, with adults markedly less able to hear or say distinctions made in languages to

which they were not exposed in youth.

6. As compression

By the 1980s, researchers in the Engineering departments of the University of Leeds, UK

hypothesized that 'Cognition is a form of compression', i.e., cognition was an economic, not

just a philosophical or a psychological, process; in other words, skill in the process of

cognition confers a competitive advantage. An implication of this view is that choices about

what to cognize are being made at all levels from the neurological expression up to species-

wide priority setting; in other words, the compression process is a form of optimization. This

is a force for self-organizing behavior; thus we have the opportunity to see samples of
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emergent behavior at each successive level, from individual, to groups of individuals, to

formal organizations.

7. Cognition as social process and cognition in a social process

It has been observed since antiquity that language acquisition in human children fails to

emerge unless the children are exposed to language. Thus, language acquisition is an example

of an emergent behavior. In this case, the individual is made up of a set of mechanisms

'expecting' such input from the social world.

In education, for instance, which has the explicit task in society of developing child

cognition, choices are made regarding the environment and permitted action that lead to a

formed experience. In social cognition, face perception in human babies emerges by the age

of two months. This is in turn affected by the risk or cost of providing these, for instance,

those associated with a playground or swimming pool or field trip. On the other hand, the

macro-choices made by the teachers are extremely influential on the micro-choices made by

children.

In a large systemic perspective, cognition is considered closely related to the social and

human organization functioning and constrains. Managerial decision making processes can

be erroneous in politics, economy and industry for the reason of different reciprocally

dependent socio-cognitive factors. This domain became the field of interest of emergent

socio-cognitive engineering.

Topic : Intelligence

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Intelligence

 Explain Definitions of Intelligence

 Explain Theories of intelligence

 Explain Psychometric approach

 Explain Controversies

 Explain Multiple intelligences

 Explain Triarchic theory of intelligence

 Explain Emotional intelligence

 Explain Empirical evidence

 Explain Evolution of intelligence
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 Explain Factors affecting intelligence

 Explain Biological

 Explain Environmental

 Explain Ethical issues

 Explain Other species

 Explain Artificial intelligence

Definition/Overview:

Intelligence: Intelligence (also called intellect) is an umbrella term used to describe a

property of the mind that encompasses many related abilities, such as the capacities to reason,

to plan, to solve problems, to think abstractly, to comprehend ideas, to use language, and to

learn. There are several ways to define intelligence.

Key Points:

1. Intelligence

In some cases, intelligence may include traits such as creativity, personality, character,

knowledge, or wisdom. However, most psychologists prefer not to include these traits in the

definition of intelligence.

Theories of intelligence can be divided into those based on a unilinear construct of general

intelligence and those based on multiple intelligences. Francis Galton, influenced by his

cousin Charles Darwin, was the first to advance a theory of general intelligence. For Galton,

intelligence was a real faculty with a biological basis that could be studied by measuring

reaction times to certain cognitive tasks. Galton research on measuring the head size of

British scientist and ordinary citizens led to the conclusion that head size had no relationship

with the person's intelligence.

Alfred Binet and the French school of intelligence believed that intelligence was an average

of numerous dissimilar abilities, rather than a unitary entity with specific identifiable

properties. The Stanford-Binet intelligence test has been used by both theorists of general

intelligence and multiple intelligence. It is, however, the basis for the development of various

theories of multiple intelligence.
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2. Definitions

Intelligence comes from the Latin verb intellegere, which means "to understand". By this

rationale, intelligence (as understanding) is arguably different from being "smart" (able to

adapt to one's environment). Ronnie is not Intelligent. At least two major "consensus"

definitions of intelligence have been proposed. First, from Intelligence: Knowns and

Unknowns, a report of a task force convened by the American Psychological Association in

1995:

Individuals differ from one another in their ability to understand complex ideas, to adapt

effectively to the environment, to learn from experience, to engage in various forms of

reasoning, to overcome obstacles by taking thought. Although these individual differences

can be substantial, they are never entirely consistent: a given persons intellectual performance

will vary on different occasions, in different domains, as judged by different criteria.

Concepts of "intelligence" are attempts to clarify and organize this complex set of

phenomena. Although considerable clarity has been achieved in some areas, no such

conceptualization has yet answered all the important questions and none commands universal

assent. Indeed, when two dozen prominent theorists were recently asked to define

intelligence, they gave two dozen somewhat different definitions.

A second definition of intelligence comes from "Mainstream Science on Intelligence", which

was signed by 52 intelligence researchers in 1994:

A very general mental capability that, among other things, involves the ability to reason, plan,

solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and learn from

experience. It is not merely book learning, a narrow academic skill, or test-taking smarts.

Rather, it reflects a broader and deeper capability for comprehending our

surroundings"catching on", "making sense" of things, or "figuring out" what to do.

Another simple and efficient definition is : the ability to apply knowledge in order to perform

better in an environment

3. Theories of intelligence

The most widely accepted theory of intelligence is based on psychometrics testing or

intelligence quotient (IQ) tests. However, dissatisfaction with traditional IQ tests has led to
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the development of a number of alternative theories, all of which suggest that intelligence is

the result of a number of independent abilities that uniquely contribute to human

performance.

4. Psychometric approach

Despite the variety of concepts of intelligence, the approach to understanding intelligence

with the most supporters and published research over the longest period of time is based on

psychometrics testing. Such intelligence quotient (IQ) tests include the Stanford-Binet,

Raven's Progressive Matrices, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale and the Kaufman

Assessment Battery for Children.

All forms of IQ tests correlate highly with one another. The traditional view is that these tests

measure g, or "general intelligence factor". However, this is by no means universally

accepted. Charles Spearman is credited with having developed the concept of g. g can be

derived as the principal factor using the mathematical method of factor analysis. One

common view is that these abilities are hierarchically arranged with g at the vertex (or top,

overlaying all other cognitive abilities). g itself is sometimes considered to be a two part

construct, gF and gC, which stand for fluid and crystallized intelligence. Carroll expanded

this hierarchy into a Three-Stratum theory, also known as the Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory of

cognitive abilities (or simply CHC Theory).

Intelligence, as measured by IQ and other aptitude tests, is widely used in educational,

business, and military settings due to its efficacy in predicting behavior. g is highly correlated

with many important social outcomes - individuals with low IQs are more likely to be

divorced, have a child out of marriage, be incarcerated, and need long term welfare support,

while individuals with high IQs are associated with more years of education, higher status

jobs and higher income. Intelligence is significantly correlated with successful training and

performance outcomes, and g is the single best predictor of successful job performance.

5. Controversies

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by

adding reliable references. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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IQ tests were originally devised specifically to predict educational achievement. The

inventors of the IQ did not believe they were measuring fixed intelligence. Despite this,

critics argue that intelligence tests have been used to support nativistic theories in which

intelligence is viewed as a qualitatively unique faculty with a relatively fixed quantity.

Critics of the psychometric approach point out that people in the general population have a

somewhat different and broader conception of intelligence than what is measured in IQ tests.

In turn, they argue that the psychometric approach measures only a part of what is commonly

understood as intelligence. Furthermore, skeptics argue that even though tests of mental

abilities are correlated, people still have unique strengths and weaknesses in specific areas.

Consequently they argue that psychometric theorists over-emphasize g.

Researchers in the field of human intelligence have encountered a considerable amount of

public concern and criticism much more than scientists in other areas normally receive. A

number of critics have challenged the relevance of psychometric intelligence in the context of

everyday life. There have also been controversies over genetic factors in intelligence,

particularly questions regarding the relationship between race and intelligence and sex and

intelligence. Another controversy in the field is how to interpret the increases in test scores

that have occurred over time, the so-called Flynn effect.

Stephen Jay Gould was one of the most vocal critics of intelligence testing. In his book, The

Mismeasure of Man, Gould argued that intelligence is not truly measurable, and also

challenged the hereditarian viewpoint on intelligence. Many of Gould's criticisms were aimed

at Arthur Jensen, who responded that his work had been misrepresented, also stating that

making conclusions about modern IQ tests by criticizing the flaws of early intelligence

research is like condemning the auto industry by criticizing the performance of the Model T.

6. Multiple intelligences

Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences is based on studies not only on normal

children and adults but also by studies of gifted individuals (including so-called "savants"), of

persons who have suffered brain damage, of experts and virtuosos, and of individuals from

diverse cultures. This led Gardner to break intelligence down into at least eight different

components: logical, linguistic, spatial, musical, kinesthetic, naturalist, intrapersonal and

interpersonal intelligences. He argues that psychometric tests address only linguistic and
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logical plus some aspects of spatial intelligence; other forms have been entirely ignored.

Moreover, the paper-and-pencil format of most tests rules out many kinds of intelligent

performance that matter in everyday life, such as social intelligence.

Most of theories of multiple intelligences are relatively recent in origin, though Louis

Thurstone proposed a theory of multiple "primary abilities" in the early 20th Century.

7. Triarchic theory of intelligence

Robert Sternberg's triarchic theory of intelligence proposes three fundamental aspects of

intelligence analytic, creative, and practical of which only the first is measured to any

significant extent by mainstream tests. His investigations suggest the need for a balance

between analytic intelligence, on the one hand, and creative and especially practical

intelligence on the other.

8. Emotional intelligence

Daniel Goleman and several other researchers have developed the concept of emotional

intelligence and claim it is at least as "important" as more traditional sorts of intelligence.

These theories grew from observations of human development and of brain injury victims

who demonstrate an acute loss of a particular cognitive function e.g. the ability to think

numerically, or the ability to understand written language without showing any loss in other

cognitive areas.

9. Empirical evidence

IQ proponents have pointed out that IQ's predictive validity has been repeatedly

demonstrated, for example in predicting important non-academic outcomes such as job

performance, whereas the various multiple intelligence theories have little or no such support.

Meanwhile, the relevance and even the existence of multiple intelligences have not been

borne out when actually tested. A set of ability tests that do not correlate together would

support the claim that multiple intelligences are independent of each other.
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10. Evolution of intelligence

Our hominid and human ancestors evolved large and complex brains exhibiting an ever-

increasing intelligence through a long and mostly unknown evolutionary process. This

process was either driven by the direct adaptive benefits of intelligence, or −alternatively −

driven by its indirect benefits within the context of sexual selection as a reliable signal of

genetic resistance against pathogens.

11. Factors affecting intelligence

Intelligence is an ill-defined, difficult to quantify concept. Accordingly, the IQ tests used to

measure intelligence provide only approximations of the posited 'real' intelligence. In

addition, a number of theoretically unrelated properties are known to correlate with IQ such

as race, gender and height but since correlation does not imply causation the true relationship

between these factors is uncertain. Factors affecting IQ may be divided into biological and

environmental.

12. Biological

Evidence suggests that genetic variation has a significant impact on IQ, accounting for three

fourths in adults. Despite the high heritability of IQ, few genes have been found to have a

substantial effect on IQ, suggesting that IQ is the product of interaction between multiple

genes.

Other biological factors correlating with IQ include ratio of brain weight to body weight and

the volume and location of gray matter tissue in the brain.

Because intelligence appears to be at least partly dependent on brain structure and the genes

shaping brain development, it has been proposed that genetic engineering could be used to

enhance the intelligence of animals, a process sometimes called biological uplift in science

fiction. Experiments on mice have demonstrated superior ability in learning and memory in

various behavioural tasks.
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13. Environmental

Evidence suggests that family environmental factors may have an effect upon childhood IQ,

accounting for up to a quarter of the variance. On the other hand, by late adolescence this

correlation disappears, such that adoptive siblings are no more similar in IQ than strangers.

Moreover, adoption studies indicate that, by adulthood, adoptive siblings are no more similar

in IQ than strangers, while twins and full siblings show an IQ correlation.

Consequently, in the context of the nature versus nurture debate, the "nature" component

appears to be much more important than the "nurture" component in explaining IQ variance

in the general population.

There are indications that, in middle age, intelligence is influenced by life style choices (e.g.,

long working hours).

Cultural factors also play a role in intelligence. For example, on a sorting task to measure

intelligence, Westerners tend to take a taxonomic approach while the Kpelle people take a

more functional approach. For example, instead of grouping food and tools into separate

categories, a Kpelle participant stated "the knife goes with the orange because it cuts it"

14. Ethical issues

Since intelligence is susceptible to modification through the manipulation of environment, the

ability to influence intelligence raises ethical issues. Transhumanist theorists study the

possibilities and consequences of developing and using techniques to enhance human abilities

and aptitudes, and ameliorate what it regards as undesirable and unnecessary aspects of the

human condition; eugenics is a social philosophy which advocates the improvement of

human hereditary traits through various forms of intervention. The perception of eugenics has

varied throughout history, from a social responsibility required of society, to an immoral,

racist stance.

Neuroethics considers the ethical, legal and social implications of neuroscience, and deals

with issues such as difference between treating a human neurological disease and enhancing

the human brain, and how wealth impacts access to neurotechnology. Neuroethical issues

interact with the ethics of human genetic engineering.
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15. Other species

Although humans have been the primary focus of intelligence researchers, scientists have

also attempted to investigate animal intelligence, or more broadly, animal cognition. These

researchers are interested in studying both mental ability in a particular species, and

comparing abilities between species. They study various measures of problem solving, as

well as mathematical and language abilities. Some challenges in this area are defining

intelligence so that it means the same thing across species (eg. comparing intelligence

between literate humans and illiterate animals), and then operationalizing a measure that

accurately compares mental ability across different species and contexts.

Wolfgang Khler's pioneering research on the intelligence of apes is a classic example of

research in this area. Stanley Coren's book, The Intelligence of Dogs is a notable popular

book on the topic. Nonhuman animals particularly noted and studied for their intelligence

include chimpanzees, bonobos (notably the language-using Kanzi) and other great apes,

dolphins, elephants and to some extent parrots and ravens. Controversy exists over the extent

to which these judgments of intelligence are accurate.

Cephalopod intelligence also provides important comparative study. Cephalopods appear to

exhibit characteristics of significant intelligence, yet their nervous systems differ radically

from those of most other notably intelligent life-forms (mammals and birds).

16. Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence (or AI) is both the intelligence of machines and the branch of computer

science which aims to create it, through "the study and design of intelligent agents" or

"rational agents", where an intelligent agent is a system that perceives its environment and

takes actions which maximize its chances of success. General intelligence or strong AI has

not yet been achieved and is a long-term goal of AI research.

Among the traits that researchers hope machines will exhibit are reasoning, knowledge,

planning, learning, communication, perception and the ability to move and manipulate

objects.
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Topic : Language Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Language

 Explain Properties of language

 Explain Origin of language

 Explain The study of language

 Explain Cognition as social process and cognition in a social process

 Explain Cognitive linguistics

 Explain Areas of study

Definition/Overview:

Language: A language is a dynamic set of sensory symbols of communication and the

elements used to manipulate them, which symbolically represents something other than itself.

Language can also refer to the use of such systems as a general phenomenon. Strictly

speaking, language is considered to be an exclusively human mode of communication.

Although other animals make use of quite sophisticated communicative systems, sometimes

casually referred to as animal language, none of these are known to make use of all of the

properties that linguists use to define language.

Key Points:

1. Language

In Western Philosophy, language has long been closely associated with reason, which is also

a uniquely human way of using symbols. In Ancient Greek philosophical terminology, the

same word, logos, was used as a term for both language or speech and reason, and the

philosopher Thomas Hobbes used the English word "speech" so that it similarly could refer to

reason, as will be discussed below. More commonly though, the English word "language",

derived ultimately from lingua, Latin for tongue, typically refers only to expressions of

reason which can be understood by other people, most obviously by speaking.
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2. Properties of language

A set of commonly accepted signs (indices, icons or symbols) is only one feature of

language; all languages must define (i) the structural relationships between these signs in a

system of grammar, (ii) the context wherein the signs are used (pragmatics) and (iii)

dependent on their context the content specifity, i.e. its meaning (semantics). Rules of

grammar are one of the characteristics sometimes said to distinguish language from other

forms of communication. They allow a finite set of signs to be manipulated to create a

potentially infinite number of grammatical utterances.

Another property of language is that its symbols are arbitrary. Any concept or grammatical

rule can be mapped onto a symbol. In other words, most languages make use of sound, but

the combinations of sounds used do not have any necessary and inherent meaning they are

merely an agreed-upon convention to represent a certain thing by users of that language. For

instance, there is nothing about the Spanish word nada itself that forces Spanish speakers to

convey the idea of "nothing". Another set of sounds (for example, the English word nothing)

could equally be used to represent the same concept, but all Spanish speakers have acquired

or learned to correlate this meaning for this particular sound pattern. For Slovenian, Croatian,

Serbian or Bosnian speakers on the other hand, nada means something else; it means "hope".

This arbitrariness even applies to words with an onomatopoetic dimension (i.e. words that to

some extent simulate the sound of the token referred to). For example, several animal names

(e.g. cuckoo, whip-poor-will, katydid) are derived from sounds the respective animal makes,

but these forms did not have to be chosen for these meanings. Non-onomatopoetic words can

stand just as easily for the same meaning. For instance, the katydid is called a "bush cricket"

in British English, a term that bears no relation to the sound the animal makes. In time,

onomatopoetic words can also change in form, losing their mimetic status. Onomatopoetic

words may have an inherent relation to their referent, but this meaning is not inherent, thus

they do not violate arbitrariness.

3. Origin of language

Even before the theory of evolution made discussion of more animal-like human ancestors

common place, philosophical and scientific speculation casting doubt on the use of early

language has been frequent throughout history. In modern Western Philosophy, speculation
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by authors such as Thomas Hobbes, and later Jean-Jacques Rousseau led to the Acadmie

franaise declaring the subject off-limits.

The origin of language is of great interest to philosophers because language is such an

essential characteristic of human life. In classical Greek philosophy such inquiry was

approached by considering the nature of things, in this case human nature. Aristotle, for

example, treated humans as creatures with reason and language by their intrinsic nature,

related to their natural propensities to be "political", and dwell in city-state communities

(Greek: poleis).

Hobbes followed by John Locke and others claimed that language is an extension of the

"speech" which humans have within themselves, which in a sense takes the classical view

that reason is one of the most primary characteristics of human nature. Others have argued

the opposite - that reason developed out of the need for more complex communication.

Rousseau, despite writing before the publication of Darwin's theory of evolution, claimed that

there had once been humans who had no language or reason and who developed language

first, rather than reason - the development of which things he explicitly described as a mixed

blessing, with many negative characteristics.

Since the arrival of Darwin the subject has been approached more often by scientists than

philosophers. For example, neurologist Terrence Deacon has argued that reason and language

"coevolved". Merlin Donald sees language as a later development building upon what he

refers to as mimetic culture, emphasizing that this coevolution depended upon the

interactions of many individuals. He writes that:

A shared communicative culture, with sharing of mental representations to some degree, must

have come first, before language, creating a social environment in which language would

have been useful and adaptive.

The specific causes of the natural selection that led to language are however still the subject

of much speculation, but a common theme which goes right back to Aristotle is that many

theories propose that the gains to be had from language and/or reason were probably mainly

in the area of increasingly sophisticated social structures.
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In more recent times a theory of mirror neurons has emerged in relation to language,

Ramachandran has gone so far as to claim that "mirror neurons will do for psychology what

DNA did for biology: they will provide a unifying framework and help explain a host of

mental abilities that have hitherto remained mysterious and inaccessible to experiments".

Mirror neurons are located in the human inferior frontal cortex and superior parietal lobe, and

are unique in that they fire when completing an action and also when witnessing an actor

performing the same action. Various studies have proposed a theory of mirror neurons related

to language development .

4. The study of language

4.1 Linguistics

Linguistics is the scientific study of language, encompassing a number of sub-fields.

At the core of theoretical linguistics are the study of language structure (grammar)

and the study of meaning (semantics). The first of these encompasses morphology

(the formation and composition of words), syntax (the rules that determine how words

combine into phrases and sentences) and phonology (the study of sound systems and

abstract sound units). Phonetics is a related branch of linguistics concerned with the

actual properties of speech sounds (phones), non-speech sounds, and how they are

produced and perceived.

Theoretical linguistics is mostly concerned with developing models of linguistic

knowledge. The fields that are generally considered as the core of theoretical

linguistics are syntax, phonology, morphology, and semantics. Applied linguistics

attempts to put linguistic theories into practice through areas like translation,

stylistics, literary criticism and theory, discourse analysis, speech therapy, speech

pathology and foreign language teaching.

4.2 Cognition

The term cognition (Latin: cognoscere, "to know" or "to recognize") refers to a

faculty for the processing of information, applying knowledge, and changing

preferences. Cognition, or cognitive processes, can be natural or artificial, conscious

or unconscious. These processes are analyzed from different perspectives within
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different contexts, notably in the fields of linguistics, anesthesia, neurology,

psychology, philosophy, systemics and computer science. Within psychology or

philosophy, the concept of cognition is closely related to abstract concepts such as

mind, reasoning, perception, intelligence, learning, and many others that describe

capabilities of the mind and expected properties of an artificial or synthetic mind.

Cognition is considered an abstract property of advanced living organisms and is

studied as a direct property of a brain (or of an abstract mind) on at the factual and

symbolic levels.

In psychology and in artificial intelligence, cognition is used to refer to the mental

functions, mental processes (thoughts) and states of intelligent entities (humans,

human organizations, highly autonomous machines). In particular, the field focuses

toward the study of specific mental processes such as comprehension, inference,

decision-making, planning and learning. Recently, advanced cognitive research has

been especially focused on the capacities of abstraction, generalization,

concretization/specialization and meta-reasoning. This involves such concepts as

beliefs, knowledge, desires, preferences and intentions of intelligent

individuals/objects/agents/systems.

The term cognition is also used in a broader sense to define the act of knowing, or

knowledge, and may be interpreted in a social or cultural sense to describe the

emergent development of knowledge and concepts within a group, culminating in

both thought and action.

4.3 Influence and Influences

Because it is such a broad concept, the field of cognition is applicable within a wide

range of areas. The majority of its influence is present within psychology (as

cognitive psychology, cognitive science and psychophysics); philosophy, particularly

philosophy of mind, epistemology and ontology (with a special significance within

moral philosophy, which deals with the problem of ignorance, often seen as the

opposite of cognition); neuroscience as cognitive neuroscience, neurology and

neuropsychology; artificial intelligence (as well as cybernetics).
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Importantly, an area that deeply involves cognitive concepts is the field of economics,

used as part of the theories behind behavioral economics and behavioral finance, and

additionally throughout experimental economics. Also within the industrial sciences,

involved areas include ergonomics and user interface design. Within human

development, common applications of cognitive theory are in linguistics, especially

psycholinguistics and cognitive linguistics; learning and learning styles.

In its most modern aspect, cognition has become thoroughly integrated within

computer science and information theory, where attempts at artificial intelligence,

collective intelligence and robotics focus on mimicking living beings' capacities for

cognition; or applying the experience gathered in one place by one being to actions by

another being elsewhere. More contemporary influence is seen within theoretical

mathematics and probability, as well as physics, where observer effects are studied in

depth mathematically.

4.4 Psychology

The sort of mental processes described as cognitive are largely influenced by research

which has successfully used this paradigm in the past, likely starting with Thomas

Aquinas, who divided the study of behavior into two broad categories: cognitive (how

we know the world), and affect (feelings and emotions). Consequently, this

description tends to apply to processes such as memory, association, concept

formation, language, attention, perception, action, problem solving and mental

imagery. Traditionally, emotion was not thought of as a cognitive process. This

division is now regarded as largely artificial, and much research is currently being

undertaken to examine the cognitive psychology of emotion; research also includes

one's awareness of strategies and methods of cognition, known as metacognition.

While few people would deny that cognitive processes are a function of the brain, a

cognitive theory will not necessarily make reference to the brain or other biological

process (compare neurocognitive). It may purely describe behaviour in terms of

information flow or function. Relatively recent fields of study such as cognitive

science and neuropsychology aim to bridge this gap, using cognitive paradigms to

understand how the brain implements these information-processing functions, or how

pure information-processing systems (e.g., computers) can simulate cognition. The
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branch of psychology that studies brain injury to infer normal cognitive function is

called cognitive neuropsychology. The links of cognition to evolutionary demands are

studied through the investigation of animal cognition. And conversely, evolutionary-

based perspectives can inform hypotheses about cognitive functional systems

evolutionary psychology.

The phenomenal success of the cognitive approach can be seen by its current

dominance as the core model in contemporary psychology.

4.5 Ontology

On an individual being level, these questions are studied by the separate fields above,

but are also more integrated into cognitive ontology of various kinds. This challenges

the older linguistically dependent views of ontology, wherein one could debate being,

perceiving, and doing, with no cognizance of innate human limits, varying human

lifeways, and loyalties that may let a being "know" something that for others remains

very much in doubt.

On the level of an individual mind, an emergent behavior might be the formation of a

new concept, 'bubbling up' from below the conscious level of the mind. A simple way

of stating this is that beings preserve their own attention and are at every level

concerned with avoiding interruption and distraction. Such cognitive specialization

can be observed in particular in language, with adults markedly less able to hear or

say distinctions made in languages to which they were not exposed in youth.

4.6 As compression

By the 1980s, researchers in the Engineering departments of the University of Leeds,

UK hypothesized that 'Cognition is a form of compression', i.e., cognition was an

economic, not just a philosophical or a psychological, process; in other words, skill in

the process of cognition confers a competitive advantage. An implication of this view

is that choices about what to cognize are being made at all levels from the

neurological expression up to species-wide priority setting; in other words, the

compression process is a form of optimization. This is a force for self-organizing
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behavior; thus we have the opportunity to see samples of emergent behavior at each

successive level, from individual, to groups of individuals, to formal organizations.

5. Cognition as social process and cognition in a social process

It has been observed since antiquity that language acquisition in human children fails to

emerge unless the children are exposed to language. Thus, language acquisition is an example

of an emergent behavior. In this case, the individual is made up of a set of mechanisms

'expecting' such input from the social world.

In education, for instance, which has the explicit task in society of developing child

cognition, choices are made regarding the environment and permitted action that lead to a

formed experience. In social cognition, face perception in human babies emerges by the age

of two months. This is in turn affected by the risk or cost of providing these, for instance,

those associated with a playground or swimming pool or field trip. On the other hand, the

macro-choices made by the teachers are extremely influential on the micro-choices made by

children.

In a large systemic perspective, cognition is considered closely related to the social and

human organization functioning and constrains. Managerial decision making processes can

be erroneous in politics, economy and industry for the reason of different reciprocally

dependent socio-cognitive factors. This domain became the field of interest of emergent

socio-cognitive engineering

6. Cognitive linguistics

In linguistics and cognitive science, cognitive linguistics (CL) refers to the school of

linguistics that understands language creation, learning, and usage as best explained by

reference to human cognition in general. It is characterized by adherence to three central

positions. First, it denies that there is an autonomous linguistic faculty in the mind; second, it

understands grammar in terms of conceptualization; and third, it claims that knowledge of

language arises out of language use.

Cognitive linguists deny that the mind has any module for language-acquisition that is unique

and autonomous. This stands in contrast to the work done in the field of generative grammar.

Although cognitive linguists do not necessarily deny that part of the human linguistic ability
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is innate, they deny that it is separate from the rest of cognition. Thus, they argue that

knowledge of linguistic phenomena i.e., phonemes, morphemes, and syntax is essentially

conceptual in nature. Moreover, they argue that the storage and retrieval of linguistic data is

not significantly different from the storage and retrieval of other knowledge, and use of

language in understanding employs similar cognitive abilities as used in other non-linguistic

tasks.

Departing from the tradition of truth-conditional semantics, cognitive linguists view meaning

in terms of conceptualization. Instead of viewing meaning in terms of models of the world,

they view it in terms of mental spaces.

Finally, cognitive linguistics argues that language is both embodied and situated in a specific

environment. This can be considered a moderate offshoot of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, in

that language and cognition mutually influence one another, and are both embedded in the

experiences and environments of its users.

7. Areas of study

Cognitive linguistics is divided into three main areas of study:

 Cognitive semantics, dealing mainly with lexical semantics

 Cognitive approaches to grammar, dealing mainly with syntax, morphology and other

traditionally more grammar-oriented areas.

 Cognitive phonology.

Aspects of cognition that are of interest to cognitive linguists include:

 Construction grammar and cognitive grammar.

 Conceptual metaphor and conceptual blending.

 Image schemas and force dynamics.

 Conceptual organization: Categorization, Metonymy, Frame semantics, and Iconicity.

 Construal and Subjectivity.

 Gesture and sign language.

 Linguistic relativism.

 Cognitive neuroscience.
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Related work that interfaces with many of the above themes:

 Computational models of metaphor and language acquisition.

 Psycholinguistics research.

 Conceptual semantics, pursued by generative linguist Ray Jackendoff is related because of its

active psychological realism and the incorporation of prototype structure and images.

Cognitive linguistics, more than generative linguistics, seeks to mesh together these findings

into a coherent whole. A further complication arises because the terminology of cognitive

linguistics is not entirely stable, both because it is a relatively new field and because it

interfaces with a number of other disciplines.

Insights and developments from cognitive linguistics are becoming accepted ways of

analysing literary texts, too. Cognitive Poetics, as it has become known, has become an

important part of modern stylistics. The best summary of the discipline as it is currently

stands is Peter Stockwell's Cognitive Poetics.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Development In Academic Domains

Emotional Development

Development Of Self And Social Understanding
Topic : Development In Academic Domains

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Genetic Foundations of Child Development

 Explain Prenatal Development

 Explain Birth of the Baby

 Explain Prenatal development

 Explain Fertilization

 Explain Embryonic period
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Definition/Overview:

Prenatal development: Prenatal development is the process in which an embryo or fetus (or

foetus) gestates during pregnancy, from fertilization until birth. Often, the terms fetal

development, foetal development, or embryology are used in a similar sense.

Key Points:

1. Genetic Foundations of Child Development

All children have a set of genetic instructions that influence their characteristics at birth as

well as their many characteristics that emerge as they grow. Most of the genes that children

inherit are ones that they share with other children, giving them a common human heritage.

Other genes contribute to children's individuality by disposing them to look and act in certain

unique ways. Genes exert their effects on children through complex and interactive processes

in cells and bodily systems; the effects of genes are mediated by children's health, other

physiological processes, and children's experience in particular environments.

Acknowledging the powerful effects of nature, teachers and other professionals can show that

they value children's genetically based traits, such as having a certain temperament, physical

appearance, or unusual talent. Practitioners can also express their confidence that, whatever

children's natural abilities, children have the potential to achieve high personal and academic

standards.

2. Prenatal Development

At conception, the new being inherits a unique genetic makeup and begins the lifelong

process of growing, changing, and interacting in and with the environment. Development

begins at conception, when the zygote, a one-celled being, divides multiple times and

becomes a ball of cells that burrows into the uterus. Two to nine weeks after conception, the

embryo grows rapidly, forming structures needed to sustain future growth and developing

rudimentary organs and body parts. Between week nine and birth, the fetus continues to grow

rapidly, now putting the finishing touches on the body and brain and becoming sufficiently

heavy and strong to live in the world. Professionals can support healthy prenatal growth of

children by informing prospective parents (and all sexually active women) about the

damaging effects of teratogens to unborn children; the need to evaluate their health and
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medical regimens prior to a pregnancy; and the value of stress reduction, a healthful diet,

appropriate exercise, and ongoing medical care during pregnancy.

3. Birth of the Baby

The birth of the baby is an exciting event for parents and other family members, who can ease

their anxiety and the mother's pain by preparing for childbirth. Birth is a multistage process

that is often helped along by family members and professionals in the medical community,

such as doctors, nurses, and midwives. The health and medical needs of newborn infants

depend on their birth weight, size, prenatal exposure to teratogens, the mother's health, and

the newborn infants' genetic vulnerabilities. Family educators and other professionals can

help parents develop realistic expectations about their newborn infants and respond

sensitively to their physical and psychological needs.

4. Prenatal development

After fertilization the embryogenesis starts. In humans, when embryogenesis finishes, by the

end of the 10th week of gestational age, the precursors of all the major organs of the body

have been created. Therefore, the following period, the fetal period, is described both

topically on one hand, i.e. by organ, and strictly chronologically on the other, by a list of

major occurrences by weeks of gestational age.

5. Fertilization

When semen is deposited in the vagina, the spermatozoa travel through the cervix and body

of the uterus and into the Fallopian tubes. Fertilization of the ovum (egg cell) usually takes

place in the Fallopian tube. Many sperm must cooperate to penetrate the thick protective

shell-like barrier that surrounds the ovum. The first sperm that penetrates fully into the egg

donates its genetic material (DNA). The egg then polarizes, repelling any additional sperm.

The resulting combination is called a zygote. The term "conception" refers variably to either

fertilization or to formation of the conceptus after uterine implantation, and this terminology

is controversial.

Prior to fertilization, each ovum contains a complete human genome, including a single X but

no Y chromosome. Likewise, each spermatozoon contains a complete set of autosomes and a

single sex chromosome, either X or Y. The resulting zygote is similar to the majority of
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somatic cells because it contains two copies of the genome in a diploid set of chromosomes.

One set of chromosomes came from the nucleus of the ovum and the second set from the

nucleus of the sperm. If the spermatozoon contributes a Y chromosome then the zygote will

develop as a male. Unlike the X chromosome, the Y chromosome contains very little genetic

information. However it does contain a gene, SRY, which will switch on androgen

production at a later stage, leading to the development of a male body type. In contrast, the

mitochondrial genetic information of the zygote comes entirely from the mother via the

ovum.

6. Embryonic period

The embryonic period in humans begins at fertilization (2nd week of gestation) and continues

until the end of the 10th week of gestation (8th week of development).

The zygote spends the next few days traveling down the Fallopian tube. Meanwhile it divides

several times to form a ball of cells called a morula. Further cellular division is accompanied

by the formation of a small cavity between the cells. This stage is called a blastocyst. Up to

this point there is no growth in the overall size of the embryo, so each division produces

successively smaller cells.

The blastocyst reaches the uterus at roughly the fifth day after fertilization. It is here that lysis

of the zona pellucida, a glycoprotein shell, occurs. This is required so that the trophectoderm

cells, which give rise to extra-embryonic structures such as the placenta, of the blastocyst can

come into contact with the luminal epithelial cells of the endometrium. (Contrast this with

zona hatching, an event that occurs in vitro by a different mechanism, but with a similar

result). It then adheres to the uterine lining and becomes embedded in the endometrial cell

layer. This process is also called implantation. In most successful pregnancies, the conceptus

implants 8 to 10 days after ovulation. The inner cell mass forms the embryo, while the outer

cell layers form the membranes and placenta. Together, the embryo and its membranes are

referred to as a conceptus, or the "products of conception".

Rapid growth occurs and the embryo's main external features begin to take form. This

process is called differentiation, which produces the varied cell types (such as blood cells,

kidney cells, and nerve cells). A spontaneous abortion, or miscarriage, in the first trimester of

pregnancy is usually due to major genetic mistakes or abnormalities in the developing
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embryo. During this critical period (most of the first trimester), the developing embryo is also

susceptible to toxic exposures, such as:

 Alcohol, certain drugs, and other toxins that cause birth defects, such as Fetal alcohol

syndrome

 Infection (such as rubella or cytomegalovirus)

 Radiation from x-rays or radiation therapy

 Nutritional deficiencies such as lack of folate which contributes to spina bifida

Generally, if a structure pre-dates another structure in evolutionary terms, then it often

appears earlier than the other in an embryo; this general observation is sometimes

summarized by the phrase "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny." For example, the backbone is

a common structure among all vertebrates such as fish, reptiles and mammals, and the

backbone also appears as one of the earliest structures laid out in all vertebrate embryos. The

cerebrum in humans, which is the most sophisticated part of the brain, develops last. The

concept of recapitulation is not absolute, but it is recognized as being partly applicable to

development of the human embryo.

Topic : Emotional Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Social-Emotional

 Explain Dealing With Separation Anxiety

 Explain The Stages of Children's Grief

Definition/Overview:

Social-Emotional: The social-emotional curriculum is an integral component of the

preschool program. Teachers create an environment that supports the social and emotional

growth of each child. The child is encouraged to trust her teachers and her peers while at the

same time become self-reliant and autonomous. She is given opportunities to speak out and

express herself in socially acceptable ways. The teachers value and support her ideas and
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feelings. During the course of her preschool and kindergarten time, the child grows in her

social and emotional capacities.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Once preschool children have become attached to caregivers and are autonomous in their

actions and thinking, they often begin to show initiative. Initiative is an emotional state that

leads children to make creative attempts, take risks, and reach out to peers. Erik Erikson has

warned that if children are harshly restricted in their initiatives, they will suffer guilt.

Cross-cultural studies have found variation in the degree to which children acquire initiative.

Some families discourage individual creative effort and emphasize collective thought and

action. Children of such families may be less eager to take risks and to express themselves

individually in the child care center or classroom.

Peer acceptance and the formation of friendships are extremely important in the early years.

Young children who are not well liked or who are ineffective with peers are at risk. Children

who are actively rejected by peers because of aggressive or annoying behavior, and those

who are neglected because they are shy or nonsocial, may need special support in forming

peer relationships.

Specific prosocial behaviors contribute to successful relationships with peers. These include

cooperative play, altruism, and empathy. Aggression, in contrast, leads to poor peer relations.

Social interaction and peer acceptance are influenced by cultural background, family

stressors, sibling relationships, child care arrangements, and gender. Disabilities such as

serious emotional disturbance, perceptual impairments, and physically challenging conditions

can limit peer relationships. Children whose patterns of social interaction are considered

different are sometimes at risk of peer rejection or neglect.

2. Social-Emotional

As a beginning preschooler, the child learns to make choices for herself and learns ways to

become part of a group. Separation from her parents is a significant element in gaining
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independence. The teachers become an important link in this transition away from home and

parents as the child develops trust in adults other than her primary caregivers. As the child

becomes increasingly independent, she is also learning the rules, routines, and expectations of

the classroom. This includes waiting her turn, knowing the daily schedule, sitting in circle,

raising her hand to speak, and walking in line. She begins to discover that there are natural

and logical consequences if these expectations are not met.

The child also learns to take care of herself and the environment around her. Montessori

believed that when given the proper models and the correct tools, every child could and

should do for herself all that she is capable of doing. In the classroom, this manifests into

being responsible for self-care, such as hand washing and dressing oneself, and care of the

environment, such as sponging her table, mopping, sweeping, watering plants, and mirror

washing. The child is also expected to exhibit "grace and courtesy." For example, she is

encouraged to push in her chair when getting up from her table, walk while inside the

classroom, put materials away when finished working with them, and say please and thank

you when appropriate.

Making friends is an important social skill that the child begins to learn in preschool and all

throughout her life. She learns how to share materials and practice give and take. When there

is a conflict with a peer, she is given the tools to resolve those conflicts, at first with the

guidance of a teacher and later, without the intervention of an adult. The teachers use a

variety of methods such as role-playing and puppets to help the child identify the problem

and find a solution that satisfies all involved. As she becomes an older preschooler and

kindergartener, she learns the language of inclusion, which consists of inviting someone to

play, asserting her interest in joining a group, and including others in a group game. She is

also provided with many occasions to express her feelings and emotions. Teachers talk about

their own feelings, read books about emotions, and model vocabulary for expressing them. In

turn, the child learns to read facial and body expressions, talks about her feelings in terms of

her own experiences and may make a book of feelings.

An essential aspect of the social-emotional curriculum is the acknowledgement of the child's

need for control and the means that are given to her to express that need appropriately. She is

learning skills and feeling competent when she is successful with the materials and activities.

She takes various roles as both the leader and follower in games and play. The teacher also

provides various jobs in the classroom to give the child opportunities to feel powerful.
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As the child becomes proficient and confident in her skills and abilities, she becomes a leader

to her peers and younger classmates. She models appropriate classroom behavior and teaches

younger children various classroom activities. By becoming a responsible member of the

community, she develops empathy, demonstrates caring behavior for others, and mediates in

her peer's conflicts.

The social-emotional curriculum is a pervasive and underlying theme of the preschool

program. The child develops a sense of trust and initiative within the context of her

relationship with her teachers. Additionally, the teachers offer her activities that support her

self-esteem and respect for others.

3. Dealing With Separation Anxiety

Although preschoolers usually have fears of imaginary things, like monsters, it is also normal

to have some fears of separation from a parent at this age. While it is reassuring to know that

his fears are likely normal, you still want to help him cope with and overcome those fears.

Most importantly, you should take your child's fears seriously and never ignore or minimize

them. Also don't ever get bad at your child for being afraid and don't make him feel that it is

silly to have these fears.

When dealing with separation anxiety, it can also help to:

 prepare your child for separations in advance, even if it is just a short separation, like going

into another room of the house. This is especially important for longer separations, like once

he starts school.

 continue to reassure him that you will return when you go somewhere, and then remind him

that you did return when you come back

 make sure that you aren't overprotective and that you give him lots of opportunities to explore

his world and become more indepedent

 practice short separations, for example by saying that you are going to run up stairs and get a

drink when you are in his playroom, and then come right back. Ideally, wait until he is

engrossed in some activity and then go. Don't sneak out though. Be sure to tell him you are

leaving.

 call out to him to remind him you are there when you are out of his sight, but you can still see

him
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 set up a playdate with another preschooler and have them play in the playroom. Once they are

having fun, tell him you are going to run upstairs and get them a snack, and then come right

back.

Children's experience of grief varies depending on the type of loss and the developmental

stage of the child. Moving to a new town may precipitate a grief response that is mild and

transient, while grief from loss of a parent threatens the foundation of the child's world.

Young children express grief in vastly different ways from teens and adults. A child's grief is

complicated because it is linear, circular, and developmental.

4. The Stages of Children's Grief

Disorganization: The initial expressions of grief in children range from regression, temper

tantrums, and exaggerated fears in younger children to physical symptoms, lack of

concentration, and mood swings in older children. The disorganization of early grief is a true

crisis for children, but parents and loved ones can help the child through this stage.

Transition: Feelings of hopelessness, helplessness, and despair follow the stress and chaotic

behaviors of the disorganization stage. Many children will exhibit true depression. More

common are symptoms of withdrawal, aggression, and giving up in school.

Reorganization: When painful feelings are expressed their emotional energy wanes, and

detachment becomes possible. During this stage children have more energy and motivation

for moving forward to a positive resolution of their grief.

Though children's grief follows this progression, it is complicated by the circular nature of

grief. If you've experienced grief in your life, you know this to be true. Just when you have

moved forward in your resolution of grief, a reminder of the loss floods you with emotions

that bring you right back to feelings of despair and great sorrow. Adults can recognize and

understand what is happening with their emotions; children often cannot. Parents must

recognize the circular nature of grieving to help their child through difficult times during their

development.

The final consideration in helping children live through grief is the developmental stage of

the child. It's important to note that a grieving child's developmental stage may lag behind his
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chronological age. Regression is expected and developmental accomplishments take longer to

achieve.

Topic : Development Of Self And Social Understanding

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Socialization

 Explain Human development

 Explain Developmental psychology

Definition/Overview:

Socialization: The term socialization is used by sociologists, social psychologists and

educationalists to refer to the process of learning ones culture and how to live within it. For

the individual it provides the skills and habits necessary for acting and participating within

their society. For the society, inducting all individual members into its moral norms, attitudes,

values, motives, social roles, language and symbols is the means by which social and cultural

continuity are attained

Key Points:

1. Introduction

The developing child is seen as an individual with inborn dispositions and skill potential. The

childs environment is a part of a larger cultural system. Both the environment and the

individual are seen as open and interchanging systems. The power of the culturally regulated

environment comes from the coordinated action of the three elements of the niche. They

relate to each other, to outside forces, and to the developing individual.

According to Erikson, a developing individual moves through a series of psychological

crises. Each crisis, or conflict, grows primarily out of a need to adapt to the social

environment and develop a sense of competence. Once a crisis is resolved, the individual

moves further. This theory, with some amendments, is applicable in a wide variety of cultural

settings. However, Erikson has been criticized for mixing objective description with
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subjective prescription. Specifically, the virtues he uses to define the healthy individual are

clearly in accordance with Western, JudeoChristian ethics, values, and social institutions.

Studies suggest that the stage sequence (preoperational, operational, abstract thinking) and

reasoning styles described by Piaget appear to be, with some limitations, universal across

cultures. The limitations refer to the methodology and some procedures used by Piaget and

his colleagues that are viewed as ethnocentric. Moreover, the Piaget theory explains how

children deal with conservation of volume, weight, and amount. However, everyday thinking

and the ability to make practical decisions in particular cultural settings are not well

explained by this theory.

According to Kohlberg, there are six stages of moral development in which children and

adults are able to make several types of moral judgments. In brief, people go from lower

stages of reasoning, where they prefer to avoid punishment for wrongdoing, to the higher

stages, where they choose social contract and then universal principles to guide moral

actions. This theory may be applied to different cultural settings. Yet, the methodology used

in the cross-cultural studies on moral development was based on hypothetical stories about

moral choices that were related mainly to U.S.subjects. Another point of criticism is that the

developmental stages are closely linked to values of Western liberalism and individualism

based on moral choice, values which are not shared universally around the world.

Cross-culturally, human development is understood as taking place in stages. Specialists refer

to particular cultural norms and biological, behavioral, and physiological changes, which are

identified cross-culturally with a particular life stage. Most books on human development

distinguish several common stages within the life span: prenatal period, infancy, childhood

(divided into early and middle childhood), adolescence, and adulthood, which is also divided

into three stages: early adulthood, middle adulthood, and late adulthood.

During the prenatal period, the developing embryo in the mothers womb can be exposed to

either favorable or unfavorable conditions. Ones access to resources and professional prenatal

care along with a stressful social and psychological environment are crucial factors affecting

the unborn childs development. Attitudes about pregnancy, abortion, and childbirth vary from

culture to culture and are linked to local traditions and laws.
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Each culture provides a particular set of norms regarding parentchild relationships. Cross-

culturally, the childs thinking is wishful. Each childs developmental niche includes social

practices, values, and demands conveyed to him or her from parents and care-givers.

Adolescence is viewed not only as a developmental stage but also as a cultural phenomenon

rooted in social and economic conditions. Many nonindustrialized cultures encourage their

members to assume adult roles as quickly as possible, almost skipping the adolescence stage.

Adolescence marks the beginning of sexual maturation. Despite their ability to make ethical

judgments and their tremendous cognitive reserves, dolescents do not have the vision or

wisdom often found at a more mature age.

In all cultures, adulthood represents maturity, responsibility, and accountability. This period

is divided into stages of early, middle, and late adulthood. Early adulthood is usually linked

to formative processes and middle adulthood is associated with accomplishments. In

adulthood, individuals generally form their sense of identity, which is the view of themselves

as individuals and members of society. The fact that transitions into adult roles have become

somewhat delayed in many societies has led to the recognition of a new period of life, called

emerging adulthood, that extends from the late teens to the mid-twenties and is characterized

by self-focused exploration of possibilities in love, work, and worldviews.

In many countries, the late adulthood period begins with retirement, when a person formally

quits his or her job or gives up his or her major responsibilities. Late adulthood is linked to

the physiological process of aging. Life expectancy, general socioeconomic conditions,

individual psychological and physiological characteristics, and societal attitudes toward the

elderly comprise the individuals final developmental niche.

2. Socialization

Clausen claims that theories of socialization are to be found in Plato, Montaigne and

Rousseau and he identifies a dictionary entry from 1828 that defines socialize as to render

social, to make fit for living in society. However it was the response to a translation of a

paper by George Simmel concept was incorporated into various branches of psychology and

anthropology.
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In the middle of the twentieth century, socialization was a key idea in the dominant American

functionalist tradition of sociology. Talcott Parsons and a group of colleagues in the

USdeveloped a comprehensive theory of society that responded to the emergence of

modernity in which the concept of socialization was a central component. One of their

interests was to try to understand the relationship between the individual and society a

distinctive theme in US sociology since the end of the nineteenth century. Ely Chinoy, in a

1960s standard textbook on sociology, says that socialization serves two major functions:

On the one hand, it prepares the individual for the roles he is to play, providing him with the

necessary repertoire of habits, beliefs, and values, the appropriate patterns of emotional

response and the modes of perception, the requisite skills and knowledge. On the other hand,

by communicating the contents of culture from one generation to the other, it provides for its

persistence and continuity.

For many reasons not least his excessive approval of modern American life as the model

social system and his inability to see how gender, race and class divisions discriminated

against individuals Parsonian functionalism faded in popularity in the 1970s. Reacting to the

functionalist notion of socialization English sociologist Graham White, writing in 1977 said:

it is no longer enough to focus on the malleability and passivity of the individual in the face

of all powerful social influences. Without some idea about the individuals own activity in

shaping his social experience our perspective of socialization becomes distorted.

During the last quarter of the twentieth century the concept of socialization has been much

less central to debates in sociology that have shifted their focus from identifying the functions

of institutions and systems to describing the cultural changes of postmodernity. But the idea

of socialization has lived on, particularly in debates about the family and education. The

institutions of the family or the school are often blamed for their failure to socialize

individuals who go on to transgress social norms. On the other hand, it is through a critique

of functionalist ideas about socialization that there has been an increasing acceptance of a

variety of family forms, of gender roles and an increasing tolerance of variations in the ways

people express their social identity.

Social norms reveal the values behind socialization. Sociologists, such as Durkheim, have

noted the relationship between norms, values and roles during socialisation.
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Primary socialization Primary socialization occurs when a child learns the attitudes, values,

and actions appropriate to individuals as members of a particular culture.

For example if a child saw his/her mother expressing a discriminatory opinion about a

minority group, then that child may think this behavior is acceptable and could continue to

have this opinion about minority groups.

Secondary socialization: Secondary socialization refers to the process of learning what is

appropriate behavior as a member of a smaller group within the larger society. It is usually

associated with teenagers and adults, and involves smaller changes than those occurring in

primary socialization. eg. entering a new profession, relocating to a new environment or

society.

Developmental socialization: Developmental socialization is the process of learning

behavior in a social institution or developing your social skills.

Anticipatory socialization Anticipatory socialization refers to the processes of socialization in

which a person "rehearses" for future positions, occupations, and social relationships.

Resocialization: Resocialization refers to the process of discarding former behavior patterns

and accepting new ones as part of a transition in one's life. This occurs throughout the human

life cycle. Resocialization can be an intense experience, with the individual experiencing a

sharp break with their past, and needing to learn and be exposed to radically different norms

and values. An example might be the experience of a young man or woman leaving home to

join the military.

2.1 Agents of Socialization

Agents of socialization are the people and groups that influence our self-concept,

emotions, attitudes, and behavior.

o The Family. Family is responsible for, among other things, determining one's attitudes toward

religion and establishing career goals.

o Education. Education is the agency responsible for socializing groups of young people in

particular skills and values in society.
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o Peer groups. Peers refer to people who are roughly the same age and/or who share other

social characteristics (e.g., students in a college class).

o The Mass Media.

o Other Agents: Religion, Work Place, The State.

2.2 Media and socialization

Theorists like Parsons and textbook writers like Ely Chinoyand Harry M. Johnson

recognised that socialization didnt stop when childhood ended. They realized that

socialization continued in adulthood, but they treated it as a form of specialised

education. Johnson , for example, wrote about the importance of inculcating members

of the US Coastguard with a set of values to do with responding to commands and

acting in unison without question.

Later scholars accused these theorists of socialization of not recognising the

importance of the mass media which, by the middle of the twentieth century were

becoming more significant as a social force. There was concern about the link

between television and the education and socialization of children it continues today

but when it came to adults, the mass media were regarded merely as sources of

information and entertainment rather than moulders of personality. According to these

scholars, they were wrong to overlook the importance of mass media in continuing to

transmit the culture to adult members of society.

In the middle of the twentieth century the pace of cultural change was accelerating,

yet Parsons and others wrote of culture as something stable into which children

needed to be introduced but which adults could simply live within. As members of

society we need to continually refresh our repertoire of habits, beliefs, and values, the

appropriate patterns of emotional response and the modes of perception, the requisite

skills and knowledge as Chinoy put it.

Some sociologists and theorists of culture have recognised the power of mass

communication as a socialization device. Dennis McQuail recognises the argument:

the media can teach norms and values by way of symbolic reward and punishment for

different kinds of behaviour as represented in the media. An alternative view is that it
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is a learning process whereby we all learn how to behave in certain situations and the

expectations which go with a given role or status in society. Thus the media are

continually offering pictures of life and models of behaviour in advance of actual

experience.

2.3 Gender socialization and gender roles

Henslin contends that "an important part of socialization is the learning of culturally

defined gender roles." Gender socialization refers to the learning of behavior and

attitudes considered appropriate for a given sex. Boys learn to be boys and girls learn

to be girls. This "learning" happens by way of many different agents of socialization.

The family is certainly important in reinforcing gender roles, but so are ones friends,

school, work and the mass media. Gender roles are reinforced through "countless

subtle and not so subtle ways".

2.4 Resocialization

Resocialization is a sociological concept dealing with the process of mentally and

emotionally "re-training" a person so that he or she can operate in an environment

other than that which he or she is accustomed to. Resocialization into a total

institution involves a complete change of personality. Key examples include the

process of resocializing new recruits into the military so that they can operate as

soldiers (or, in other words, as members of a cohesive unit) and the reverse process, in

which those who have become accustomed to such roles return to society after

military discharge.

Main article: resocialization

2.5 Racial Socialization

Racial socialization also refers to the process of learning ones culture and how to live

within it, but refers more specifically to the socialization of minority ethnic groups.

Racial socialization also buffers a childs awareness of racial discrimination. Perceived

racial discrimination is associated with negative mental health behaviors in

adolescents such as low self esteem, depressive symptoms, psychological distress,

hopelessness, anxiety and risky behavior. Racially socialized children are aware of the
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presence of racial barriers, and the oppression and injustice of racial discrimination

can be actively resisted through socialization, creating a stronger racial identity.

African American parents more likely to racially socialize their children of they are

female, are married (compared to never married), reside in Northeast (compared to the

South), and if they reside in racially mixed neighborhoods (compared to those

residing in all-black neighborhoods). About one third of African American parents

reportedly do nothing to help their children understand the African American

experience. This lack of education is manifested by the belief that racism is no longer

a social problem or it is too complicated for a child to understand, and that the

discussion will discourage their child and/or allow them to accept negative images of

African Americans. This is a big problem because it reinforces racism within all

ethnic groups. Additionally, African American children whose parents emphasize

socialization through cultural heritage and racial pride report greater feeling of

closeness to other African Americans, have higher racial knowledge and awareness,

and have higher test scores and better grades as a whole.

3. Human development

Human development is about much more than the rise or fall of national incomes. It is about

creating an environment in which people can develop to their full potential and lead

productive, creative lives in accord with their needs and interests. People are the real wealth

of nations and thus human development means expanding the choices people have to lead

lives that they value. Economic growth is only one way if a very important one for a nation to

increase the choices available to its people.

3.1 Human Development Index

The Human Development Index (HDI) is the normalized measure of life expectancy,

literacy, education, standard of living, and GDP per capita for countries worldwide. It

is a standard means of measuring well-being, especially child welfare.

The 2007 report showed a small increase in world HDI in comparison with last year's

report. This rise was fueled by a general improvement in the developing world,
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especially of the least developed countries group. This marked improvement at the

bottom was offset with a decrease in HDI of high income countries.

4. Developmental psychology

Developmental psychology, also known as human development, is the scientific study of

systematic psychological changes that occur in human beings over the course of the life span.

Originally concerned with infants and children, the field has expanded to include adolescence

and adult development, aging, and the entire life span. This field examines change across a

broad range of topics including motor skills and other psycho-physiological processes;

cognitive development involving areas such as problem solving, moral understanding, and

conceptual understanding; language acquisition; social, personality, and emotional

development; and self-concept and identity formation.

Developmental psychology includes issues such as the extent to which development occurs

through the gradual accumulation of knowledge versus stage-like development, or the extent

to which children are born with innate mental structures versus learning through experience.

Many researchers are interested in the interaction between personal characteristics, the

individual's behavior, and environmental factors including social context, and their impact on

development; others take a more narrowly focused approach.

Developmental psychology informs several applied fields, including: educational psychology,

child psychopathology, and forensic developmental psychology. Developmental psychology

complements several other basic research fields in psychology including social psychology,

cognitive psychology, ecological psychology, and comparative psychology.

4.1 Approaches

Many theoretical perspectives attempt to explain development; among the most

prominent are: Jean Piaget's Stage Theory, Lev Vygotsky's Social Contextualism (and

its heirs, the Cultural Theory of Development of Michael Cole, and the Ecological

Systems Theory of Urie Bronfenbrenner), Albert Bandura's Social learning theory,

and the information processing framework employed by cognitive psychology.
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To a lesser extent, historical theories continue to provide a basis for additional

research. Among them are Erik Erikson's eight stages of psychosocial development

and John B. Watson's and B. F. Skinner's behaviorism.

Many other theories are prominent for their contributions to particular aspects of

development. For example, attachment theory describes kinds of interpersonal

relationships and Lawrence Kohlberg describes stages in moral reasoning.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Morality And Motivation

Peers, Media, And Society

Topic : Morality And Motivation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Motivation

 Explain The Incentive Theory of Motivation

 Explain Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation

 Explain Self-control

 Explain Morality

 Explain Moral codes

 Explain Moral psychology

Definition/Overview:

Morality: Morality (from the Latin moralitas "manner, character, proper behavior") has three

principal meanings.

In its first, descriptive usage, morality means a code of conduct which is held to be

authoritative in matters of right and wrong. Morals are created by and define society,

philosophy, religion, or individual conscience. An example of the descriptive usage could be

"common conceptions of morality have changed significantly over time."
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Key Points:

1. Introduction

An example of perceptual priming is seeing the same sketch in the experiment mentioned

above.An important feature of a priming task is that amnesic subjects perform as well on it as

control subjects do, indicating through their performance that they, too, remember what was

on the previous study list, even though they report no conscious recollection of ever having

seen the list. This is taken as one kind of evidence that implicit and explicit memory are

different.Priming of amnesic subjects with words that were unknown to them prior to the

injury is impaired, which has been argued to demonstrate that priming depends on the

activation of existing memory, however this interpretation is undermined by normal or near

normal priming using nonverbal materials in amnesic subjects.

2. Motivation

Motivation is the set of reasons that determines one to engage in a particular behavior. The

term is generally used for human motivation but, theoretically, it can be used to describe the

causes for animal behavior as well. This article refers to human motivation. According to

various theories, motivation may be rooted in the basic need to minimize physical pain and

maximize pleasure, or it may include specific needs such as eating and resting, or a desired

object, hobby, goal, state of being, ideal, or it may be attributed to less-apparent reasons such

as altruism, morality, or avoiding mortality.

3. The Incentive Theory of Motivation

A reward, tangible or intangible, is presented after the occurrence of an action (i.e. behavior)

with the intent to cause the behavior to occur again. This is done by associating positive

meaning to the behavior. Studies show that if the person receives the reward immediately, the

effect would be greater, and decreases as duration lengthens. Repetitive action-reward

combination can cause the action to become habit. Motivation comes from two things: you,

and other people. There is extrinsic motivation, which comes from others, and intrinsic

motivation, which comes from within you.
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Rewards can also be organized as extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic rewards are external to the

person; for example, praise or money. Intrinsic rewards are internal to the person; for

example, satisfaction or a feeling of accomplishment.

Some authors distinguish between two forms of intrinsic motivation: one based on

enjoyment, the other on obligation. In this context, obligation refers to motivation based on

what an individual thinks ought to be done. For instance, a feeling of responsibility for a

mission may lead to helping others beyond what is easily observable, rewarded, or fun.

A reinforcer is different from reward, in that reinforcement is intended to create a measured

increase in the rate of a desirable behavior following the addition of something to the

environment.

4. Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation

4.1 Intrinsic motivation

Intrinsic motivation occurs when people engage in an activity, such as a hobby,

without obvious external incentives. This form of motivation has been studied by

social and educational psychologists since the early 1970s. Research has found that it

is usually associated with high educational achievement and enjoyment by students.

Intrinsic motivation has been explained by Fritz Heider's attribution theory, Bandura's

work on self-efficacy, and Ryan and Deci's cognitive evaluation theory. Students are

likely to be intrinsically motivated if they:

▪ attribute their educational results to internal factors that they can control

(e.g. the amount of effort they put in),

▪ believe they can be effective agents in reaching desired goals (i.e. the

results are not determined by luck),

▪ are interested in mastering a topic, rather than just rote-learning to

achieve good grades.

In knowledge-sharing communities and organizations, people often cite altruistic

reasons for their participation, including contributing to a common good, a moral
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obligation to the group, mentorship or 'giving back'. In work environments, money

may provide a more powerful extrinsic factor than the intrinsic motivation provided

by an enjoyable workplace.

In terms of sports, intrinsic motivation is the motivation that comes from inside the

performer. That is, the athlete competes for the love of the sport.

4.2 Extrinsic motivation

Extrinsic motivation comes from outside of the performer. Money is the most obvious

example, but coercion and threat of punishment are also common extrinsic

motivations.

In sports, the crowd may cheer the performer on, and this motivates him or her to do

well. Trophies are also extrinsic incentives. Competition is often extrinsic because it

encourages the performer to win and beat others, not to enjoy the intrinsic rewards of

the activity.

Social psychological research has indicated that extrinsic rewards can lead to

overjustification and a subsequent reduction in intrinsic motivation.

5. Self-control

The self-control of motivation is increasingly understood as a subset of emotional

intelligence; a person may be highly intelligent according to a more conservative definition

(as measured by many intelligence tests), yet unmotivated to dedicate this intelligence to

certain tasks. Yale School of Management professor Victor Vroom's "expectancy theory"

provides an account of when people will decide whether to exert self control to pursue a

particular goal.

Drives and desires can be described as a deficiency or need that activates behaviour that is

aimed at a goal or an incentive. These are thought to originate within the individual and may

not require external stimuli to encourage the behaviour. Basic drives could be sparked by

deficiencies such as hunger, which motivates a person to seek food; whereas more subtle

drives might be the desire for praise and approval, which motivates a person to behave in a

manner pleasing to others.
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By contrast, the role of extrinsic rewards and stimuli can be seen in the example of training

animals by giving them treats when they perform a trick correctly. The treat motivates the

animals to perform the trick consistently, even later when the treat is removed from the

process.

6. Morality

In its second, normative and universal sense, morality refers to an ideal code of conduct, one

which would be espoused in preference to alternatives by all rational people, under specified

conditions. In this "prescriptive" sense of morality as opposed to the above described

"descriptive" sort of sense, moral value judgments such as "murder is immoral" are made. To

deny 'morality' in this sense is a position known as moral skepticism, in which the existence

of objective moral "truths" is rejected.

In its third usage, 'morality' is synonymous with ethics, the systematic philosophical study of

the moral domain.

Ethics seeks to address questions such as how a moral outcome can be achieved in a specific

situation (applied ethics), how moral values should be determined (normative ethics), what

morals people actually abide by (descriptive ethics), what the fundamental nature of ethics or

morality is, including whether it has any objective justification (meta-ethics), and how moral

capacity or moral agency develops and what its nature is (moral psychology). In applied

ethics, for example, the prohibition against taking human life is controversial with respect to

capital punishment, abortion and wars of invasion. In normative ethics, a typical question

might be whether a lie told for the sake of protecting someone from harm is justified. In

meta-ethics, a key issue is the meaning of the terms "right" or "wrong". Moral realism would

hold that there are true moral statements which report objective moral facts, whereas moral

anti-realism would hold that morality is derived from any one of the norms prevalent in

society (cultural relativism); the edicts of a god (divine command theory); is merely an

expression of the speakers' sentiments (emotivism); an implied imperative (prescriptive);

falsely presupposes that there are objective moral facts (error theory). Some thinkers hold that

there is no correct definition of right behavior, that morality can only be judged with respect

to particular situations, within the standards of particular belief systems and socio-historical

contexts. This position, known as moral relativism, often cites empirical evidence from

anthropology as evidence to support its claims. The opposite view, that there are universal,
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eternal moral truths are known as moral absolutism. Moral absolutists might concede that

forces of social conformity significantly shape moral decisions, but deny that cultural norms

and customs define morally right behavior.

7. Moral codes

Codified morality is generally distinguished from custom, another way for a community to

define appropriate activity, by the former's derivation from natural or universal principles. In

certain religious communities, the Divine is said to provide these principles through

revelation, sometimes in great detail. Such codes may be called laws, as in the Law of Moses,

or community morality may be defined through commentary on the texts of revelation, as in

Islamic law. Such codes are distinguished from legal or judicial right, including civil rights,

which are based on the accumulated traditions, decrees and legislation of a political authority,

though these latter often invoke the authority of the moral law.

Morality can also be seen as the collection of beliefs as to what constitutes a good life. Since

throughout most of human history, religions have provided both visions and regulations for

an ideal life, morality is often confused with religious precepts. In secular communities,

lifestyle choices, which represent an individual's conception of the good life, are often

discussed in terms of "morality." Individuals sometimes feel that making an appropriate

lifestyle choice invokes a true morality, and that accepted codes of conduct within their

chosen community are fundamentally moral, even when such codes deviate from more

general social principles.

Moral codes are often complex definitions of right and wrong that are based upon well-

defined value systems. Although some people might think that a moral code is simple, rarely

is there anything simple about one's values, ethics, etc. or, for that matter, the judgment of

those of others. The difficulty lies in the fact that morals are often part of a religion and more

often than not about culture codes. Sometimes, moral codes give way to legal codes, which

couple penalties or corrective actions with particular practices. Note that while many legal

codes are merely built on a foundation of religious and/or cultural moral codes, ofttimes they

are one and the same.

Examples of moral codes include the Golden Rule; the Noble Eightfold Path of Buddhism;

the ancient Egyptian code of Ma'at ;the ten commandments of Judaism, Christianity, and
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Islam; the yamas and niyama of the Hindu scriptures; the ten Indian commandments; and the

principle of the Dessek.

Another related concept is the moral core which is assumed to be innate in each individual, to

those who accept that differences between individuals are more important than posited

Creators or their rules. This, in some religious systems and beliefs (e.g. Taoism, Moralism

and Gnosticism), is assumed to be the basis of all aesthetics and thus moral choice. Moral

codes as such are therefore seen as coercive part of human politics.

8. Moral psychology

8.1 Religiosity and morality

In the scientific literature, the degree of religiosity is generally found to be associated

with higher ethical attitudes. Although a recent study by Gregory S. Paul published in

the Journal of Religion and Society argues for a positive correlation between the

degree of public religiosity in a society and certain measures of dysfunction. An

analysis published later in the same journal contends that a number of methodological

problems undermine any findings or conclusions to be taken from the research. In

another response, Gary Jensen builds on and refines Paul's study. His conclusion, after

carrying out elaborate multivariate statistical studies, is that a complex relationship

exists between religiosity and homicide with some dimensions of religiosity

encouraging homicide and other dimensions discouraging it." Meanwhile, other

studies seem to show positive links in the relationship between religiosity and moral

behavior for example, surveys suggesting a positive connection between faith and

altruism. Modern research in criminology also acknowledges an inverse relationship

between religion and crime, with many studies establishing this beneficial connection

(though some claim it is a modest one). Indeed, a meta-analysis of 60 studies on

religion and crime concluded, religious behaviors and beliefs exert a moderate

deterrent effect on individuals criminal behavior.

8.2 Religion as a source of moral authority

Religious belief systems usually include the idea of divine will and divine judgment

and usually correspond to a moral code of conduct, and many religions claim that
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religion and morality are intimately connected. For example, the Roman Catholic

Church maintains that although morality can be derived from unaided reason as it is

simply the "right ordering" of man's actions, ultimately it derives from God because

God created man and nature and that the ultimate sanction for immorality is the loss

of a relationship with God.

Topic : Peers, Media, And Society

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Developmental Psychology in Peers

 Explain Media

 Explain Society

Definition/Overview:

Peers: A peer group is a group of approximately the same age, social status, and interests.

Generally, people are relatively equal in terms of power when they interact with peers.

Media: In communication, media (singular Medium) are the storage and transmission tools

used to store and deliver information or data. It is often referred to as synonymous with mass

media or news media, but may refer to a single medium used to communicate any data for

any purpose.

Society: A society is a group of humans characterized by patterns of relationships between

individuals that share a distinctive culture and/or institutions. More broadly, a society is an

economic, social and industrial infrastructure, made up of a varied multitude of people.

Members of a society may be from different ethnic groups. A society may be a particular

ethnic group, such as the Saxons, a nation state, such as Bhutan, or a broader cultural group,

such as a Western society.
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Key Points:

1. Developmental Psychology in Peers

Developmental psychologists Vygotsky, Piaget, and Sullivan have all argued that peer

relationships provide a unique context for cognitive, social, and emotional development, with

equality, reciprocity, cooperation, and intimacy maturing and enhancing children's reasoning

abilities and concern for others. Modern research echoes these sentiments, showing that

social and emotional gains are indeed provided by peer interaction.

1.1 Peer pressure

The term 'peer pressure' is often used to describe instances where an individual feels

indirectly pressured into changing their behaviour to match that of their peers. Taking

up smoking or consuming alcohol underage are two of the best known examples. In

spite of the often negative connotations of the term, peer pressure can be used

positively.

1.2 Peerin Finance

A peer group in finance is any equity, mutual fund, or financial instrument that relates

to another equity, mutual fund, or financial instrument within its respective asset class

in terms of investment style, industry, or underlying asset composition.

2. Media

The beginning of human communication through artificial channels, i.e. not vocalization or

gestures, goes back to ancient cave paintings, drawn maps, and writing.

The Persian Empire (centred around present-day Iran) played an important role in the field of

communication. They devised what might be described as the first real mail or postal system,

which is said to have been developed by the Persian emperor Cyrus the Great (c. 550 BC)

after his conquest of Media. The role of the system as an intelligence gathering apparatus is

well documented, and the service was (later) called angariae, a term that in time turned to

indicate a tax system. The Old Testament (Esther, VIII) makes mention of this system:
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Ahasuerus, king of Medes, used couriers for communicating his decisions. Herodotus

described the system in the following manner:

It is said that as many days as there are in the whole journey, so many are the men and horses

that stand along the road, each horse and man at the interval of a days journey; and these are

stayed neither by snow nor rain nor heat nor darkness from accomplishing their appointed

course with all speed.

The word "communication" is derived from the Latin root "communicare". This was due to

the Roman Empire also devising what might be described as a mail or postal system, in order

to centralize control of the empire from Rome. This allowed for personal letters and for Rome

to gather knowledge about events in its many widespread provinces. More advanced postal

systems later appeared in the Islamic Caliphate and the Mongol Empire during the Middle

Ages.

The adoption of a dominant communication medium is important enough that historians have

folded civilization into "ages" according to the medium most widely used. A book titled

"Five Epochs of Civilization" by William McGaughey divides history into the following

stages: Ideographic writing produced the first civilization; alphabetic writing, the second;

printing, the third; electronic recording and broadcasting, the fourth; and computer

communication, the fifth. The media affects what people think about themselves and how

they perceive people as well. What we think about self image and what others should look

like comes from the media.

While it could be argued that these "Epochs" are just a historian's construction, digital and

computer communication shows concrete evidence of changing the way humans organize.

The latest trend in communication, termed smartmobbing, involves ad-hoc organization

through mobile devices, allowing for effective many-to-many communication and social

networking.

2.1 Electronic media

In the last century, a revolution in telecommunications has greatly altered

communication by providing new media for long distance communication. The first
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transatlantic two-way radio broadcast occurred in 1906 and led to common

communication via analogue and digital media:

o Analog telecommunications include traditional telephony, radio, and TV broadcasts.

o Digital telecommunications allow for computer-mediated communication, telegraphy, and

computer networks.

Communications media impact more than the reach of messages. They impact content

and customs; for example, Thomas Edison had to discover that hello was the least

ambiguous greeting by voice over a distance; previous greetings such as hail tended to

be garbled in the transmission. Similarly, the terseness of e-mail and chat rooms

produced the need for the emoticon.

Modern communication media now allow for intense long-distance exchanges

between larger numbers of people (many-to-many communication via e-mail, Internet

forums). On the other hand, many traditional broadcast media and mass media favor

one-to-many communication (television, cinema, radio, newspaper, magazines).

2.2 Social impact

Media technology has made communicating increasingly easier as time has passed

throughout history. Today, children are encouraged to use media tools in school and

are expected to have a general understanding of the various technologies available.

The internet is arguably one of the most effective tools in media for communication.

Tools such as e-mail, MSN, Facebook etc, have brought people closer together and

created new online communities. However, some may argue that certain types of

media can hinder face-to-face communication and therefore can result in

complications like identity fraud.

In a large consumer-driven society, electronic media (such as television) and print

media (such as newspapers) are important for distributing advertisement media. More

technologically advanced societies have access to goods and services through newer

media than less technologically advanced societies.
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3. Society

The word society may also refer to an organized voluntary association of people for religious,

benevolent, cultural, scientific, political, patriotic, or other purpose. Sociology is the

scientific, or academic, study of society and human behavior.

3.1 Origin and usage of Society

The English word "society" emerged in the 15th century and is derived from the

French socit. The French word, in turn, had its origin in the Latin societas, a "friendly

association with others," from socius meaning "companion, associate, comrade or

business partner." The Latin word is probably related to the verb sequi, "to follow",

and thus originally may have meant "follower".

In political science, the term is often used to mean the totality of human relationships,

generally in contrast to the State, i.e., the apparatus of rule or government within a

territory:

I mean by it [the State] that summation of privileges and dominating positions which

are brought into being by extra-economic power... I mean by Society, the totality of

concepts of all purely natural relations and institutions between man and man...

In the social sciences such as sociology, society has been usedto mean a group of

people that form a semi-closed social system, in which most interactions are with

other individuals belonging to the group. Society is sometimes contrasted with

culture. For example, Clifford Geertz has suggested that society is the actual

arrangement of social relations while culture is made up of beliefs and symbolic

forms.

According to sociologist Richard Jenkins, the term addresses a number of important

existential issues facing people:

o How humans think and exchange information the sensory world makes up only a fraction of

human experience. In order to understand the world, we have to conceive of human

interaction in the abstract (i.e., society).

o Many phenomena cannot be reduced to individual behavior.
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o Collectives often endure beyond the lifespan of individual members.

o The human condition has always meant going beyond the evidence of our senses; every

aspect of our lives is tied to the collective.

3.2 Evolution of societies

According to anthropologist Maurice Godelier, one critical novelty in human society,

in contrast to humanity's closest biological relatives (chimpanzees and bonobo), is the

parental role assumed by the males, which were unaware of their "father" connection.

Gerhard Lenski, a sociologist, differentiates societies based on their level of

technology, communication and economy: (1) hunters and gatherers, (2) simple

agricultural, (3) advanced agricultural, (4) industrial. and now (5) virtual. This is

somewhat similar to the system earlier developed by anthropologists Morton H. Fried,

a conflict theorist, and Elman Service, an integration theorist, who have produced a

system of classification for societies in all human cultures based on the evolution of

social inequality and the role of the state. This system of classification contains four

categories:

o Hunter-gatherer bands (categorization on duties and responsibilities.)

o Tribal societies in which there are some limited instances of social rank and prestige.

o Stratified structures led by chieftains.

o Civilizations, with complex social hierarchies and organized, institutional governments.

o In addition to this there are:

o Humanity, mankind, that upon which rest all the elements of society, including society's

beliefs.

o Virtual-society is a society based on online identity, which is evolving in the information age.

Over time, some cultures have progressed toward more-complex forms of

organization and control. This cultural evolution has a profound effect on patterns of

community. Hunter-gatherer tribes settled around seasonal foodstocks to become

agrarian villages. Villages grew to become towns and cities. Cities turned into city-

states and nation-states.
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Today, anthropologists and many social scientists vigorously oppose the notion of

cultural evolution and rigid "stages" such as these. In fact, much anthropological data

has suggested that complexity (civilization, population growth and density,

specialization, etc.) does not always take the form of hierarchical social organization

or stratification.

Also, cultural relativism as a widespread approach/ethic has largely replaced notions

of "primitive," better/worse, or "progress" in relation to cultures (including their

material culture/technology and social organization). Society also eats red apples.

3.3 Characteristics of society

The following three components are common to all definitions of society:

o Social networks

o Criteria for membership, and

o Characteristic patterns of organization

Each of these will be explored further in the following sections.

3.4 Social networks

Social networks are maps of the relationships between people. Structural features such

as proximity, frequency of contact and type of relationship (e.g., relative, friend,

colleague) define various social networks.

3.5 Organization of society

Human societies are often organized according to their primary means of subsistence.

As noted in the section on "Evolution of societies", above, social scientists identify

hunter-gatherer societies, nomadic pastoral societies, horticulturalist or simple

farming societies, and intensive agricultural societies, also called civilizations. Some

consider industrial and post-industrial societies to be qualitatively different from

traditional agricultural societies.

One common theme for societies in general is that they serve to aid individuals in a

time of crisis. Traditionally, when an individual requires aid, for example at birth,
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death, sickness, or disaster, members of that society will rally others to render aid, in

some formsymbolic, linguistic, physical, mental, emotional, financial, medical, or

religious. Many societies will distribute largess, at the behest of some individual or

some larger group of people. This type of generosity can be seen in all known

cultures; typically, prestige accrues to the generous individual or group. Conversely,

members of a society may also shun or scapegoat members of the society who violate

its norms. Mechanisms such as gift-giving and scapegoating, which may be seen in

various types of human groupings, tend to be institutionalized within a society. Social

evolution as a phenomenon carries with itself certain elements that could be

detrimental to the population it serves.

Some societies will bestow status on an individual or group of people, when that

individual or group performs an admired or desired action. This type of recognition is

bestowed by members of that society on the individual or group in the form of a

name, title, manner of dress, or monetary reward. Males, in many societies, are

particularly susceptible to this type of action and subsequent reward, even at the risk

of their lives. Action by an individual or larger group in behalf of some cultural ideal

is seen in all societies. The phenomena of community action, shunning, scapegoating,

generosity, and shared risk and reward occur in subsistence-based societies and in

more technology-based civilizations.

Societies may also be organized according to their political structure. In order of

increasing size and complexity, there are bands, tribes, chiefdoms, and state societies.

These structures may have varying degrees of political power, depending on the

cultural geographical, and historical environments that these societies must contend

with. Thus, a more isolated society with the same level of technology and culture as

other societies is more likely to survive than one in closer proximity to others that

may encroach on their resources. A society that is unable to offer an effective

response to other societies it competes with will usually be subsumed into the culture

of the competing society.
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